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SUG.flR IN THE HA.1V AIIA.N ISLA .. NDS. 
"Sugar in the Hawaiian Islands.-The sugar lands of the Hawaiian Islands 
offer one of the best investments in the whole world. Of course planters 
have trouble, but with sufficient rains and without irrigation the avcrage 
yield is three tons of sugar to the acre. With irrigation it is eight to twelve 
tons, ten tons being the avcrage, and as tcn tons of sugar at $3.62 1-2 pel' 1UU' 
pounds will bring $72.50 per ton or $725 per acre, it will be eaSily seen that. 
there is hardly any obstacle that cannot bc overcome.-Thc Investor." 
l.'he fort'going is but a fail' sample of the many misleading 
statemenh; concerning the sugar industry of Hawaii which 
appeal' from time to time in varions papers and joumals. 
'Vere the faets therein stated true, there would indeed be 
hm'dly any obstacle in our sugar industry. which could not be 
overcome-eyen to the paying of dividends, which ha.ve been 
the more noticeable these past two :years by reason of their 
absence. 
It is probably a waste of time to refute such statements; 
as they undoubtedly will continue to appear, but it is well 
per'haps to put ourseJves on record, 
Many of our plantations have, under favorable condiHons-
a good price for sugar, low price for labor and plenty of it-
paid very well, but with the low price of sugar resulting from 
a greatly increased production of beet and cane sugar in the 
sugar-producing couJltries, the margin of profits has become 
very smalL 
Sugar can be produced at a. profit in Hawaii only wIH'H 
cultivated and ma.nufactured on a lar'ge scale, and the difli-
culties in estahIislii.ng and car'r'ying on a hlI'ge plantation are· 
very grl~a t. 
1\1ore than two·thirds of the cane grown in the Islands is. 
produced by aJ'tifidal il'l'igation. and water for this purpose 
in quantities snflicien t to justify engaging iIi cane eult\lr~ 
can only he obtained fr'om surface stl'eams Ol' hy pumping frolH 
su bterranean sources. 
Owing to the nature of the formation of the Islands and of 
the rains. the exposed portions have been worn into deep 
gorges or gulches with high ridges between them; these· 
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gulches, in many instances are from hundreds to thousands of 
feet in depth with precipitous sides, and follow each other in 
·close succession, with but small areas of land between suit-
.[lble for cultiration. 
For the most part the arable land is far removed from the 
sources of water snpply, and to convey the water from the 
gulches in the rainy belt to the arid arable sections requires 
ditches of many miles in length and also fiumes and pipe-
lines to cross intervening- gulches. Dams and reservoirs to 
.impound the water are also constructed. 
In obtaining water by pumping from below t4e surface 
powerful machinery of large capacity is required. 
To procure an adequate supply of water the expense in-
volved in tIl(' first instance ranges from $100,000 to $500,000, 
and heavy and continuous expense is incurred in maintaining 
the extcn:::iw wat('r systems. l'he machineJ'Y, buildings and 
appliauces n('cessal'Y to manfact1ll'(, sugar on a scale to justify 
tllc undertaking, costs from $100,000 to $500,000 awl np-
wards, exelllsive of the cost of tll(' land. 
Undoubtedly our soil is productivc, and the yield is com· 
paratively large on most of the plantntions, but if is Jllani-
festIy unfair to pick out one plantation 'where the yield nver-
!l.ges ten tons of Rugal' pel' acre. and take that as the sta.ndal'd. 
l'he an'l'age yield of all plantations since 18£)5 has bcen as 
follows :-;-
Sugar Yields of the Hawaiian Islands. 
Year Acres Tons of Sugar Yield pel' Acre 
IS!)!) 4n!)!)?!- 15~,41!)?!- 6472 Ibs.=.'3.23G short tons 
lH!)I; 5ii72H 227,()!)3 8148 " =4.074 " " 
18!)7 53825~i 251,12n 1)331 " =4,GG5 " " 
18!)S fi5235} 22!),414 830G " =-1.153 " " ] R!)!) n0308 282.807 3!)78 " =4.G8!) " " 
l!)OO (i!i773 28!)~544 8(i72 " =4.33!i " " 
HI01 78G1S~- 35!l,133 !)13(i " =4.5GS " " 
Furthermor(> it illEst be borne in mind that from eighteen 
to twenty-foul' months elapRe from the time the land is broken 
for planting until tl:e harvesting is concluded. Planting is 
generally done in the SlIm111el" months and grinding is begun 
about NoY(>mber of the following year, and finished about the 
following June. l'hus the crops overlap. 1\1oreover the fields 
cannot be continuously cropped, but must be allo"\yed to lie 
fallow fJ'om time to time, and about three tinH's the area of 
land is needed to maintain continuous yields than is required 
to produce an annual crop. 
'fhe (:ost of labor also is high-our labor troubles and exper-
iences han' been so often thrashed out and conclusions arrived 
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at by those who thought they understood our situation that 
we will not enter into a discussion of the matter. Sutlice to 
say, that so far as Europeans (except Portugese), and Ameri-
cans, are concerned, it has been found that they were unfitted 
for field work and will not and can not perform such labor_ 
The average cost of production of sugar on sixteen represen-
tative plantations (joint stock companies issuing and printing 
annual reports) for the Cl'OP of 1!)Ol-1!)02 is found to be forty-
nine dollars pel' ton of sugar at tIle mill; marketing expenses 
are from eleven and one-llHlf dollal'S to fifteen dollar's per ton, 
according to location. This average does not take into account 
any expenses for pel'manent improvements, but is derived 
solely from the opel'ating ,expenses. 
Of these sixteen plantations we find that for the year end-
ing December 31, 1!)02:-
!) paid no dividends, some running behind. 
3 paid G pel' cent. dividend. 
1 paid 5 pel' cent. dividend. 
2 paid 4 1-2 pel' cent. dividend. 
1 paid 1 pel' cent. dividend. 
The previous year's drought on portions of Hawaii and 
l\Iaui atfected the earning capacity of many plantations, but 
we have eliminated most of those so affected. 
IVe tI'ust that the foregoing lllay tend to show that produc-
ing sugar in these Islands at a profit, is not such a "cinch" as 
some mav believe. 
During the past few trying years, the difficulties which have 
arisen and the obstacles which have been surmounted, by 
our sugar men, have been such as to try the nerve of the 
l"trongest of men. 
----:0:----
HONOLULU EXGINEERIXG .!lSSOCl:1TION. 
At the regular monthly meeting of the Honolulu 
Engineering Association held last month a number of inter-
esting papers wpre presented and read, those on fuel oil by 
MI'. Perkins and "Mr. Keech appeal' in this number. 
The Association is composed of engineers and those 
engaged in engineering work and was organized for the pur-
poses of advancing engineering knowledge aIllong the mem-
bers by the holding of meetings for the presentation and dis-
cussion of engineering subjects, and the acquisition and main-
tenance of an engineering library for the nse of members. 
The present officers of the Association are E. Kopke, Chair· 
man; A. IV. Keech, Vice-Chairman; T. H. Petrie, Treasurer; 
Robt. J. Pratt, Secr0tary; G. P. Denison, F. W. Beardslee and 
Marston Campbell, Directors. 
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ON THE SPECIFIC GRA.llITY OF MOLASSES. 
By Ernest E. Hartmann. 
The density of molasses is usually found by di:lution and 
subsequent spindling, or determination of the specific gravity 
of the diluted moiasses by pyknometer. 
This method, as I propo&e to demonstrate here1 yields inva-
riably results which show too high a specific gravity, the errol' 
increasing with 'the degree of dilution. The discrepancies be-
tween results obtained by different dilutions increase with the 
content of non-sugars in the molasses, and vary with the com-
position ,of the mineral contents>. 
In a solution of pure sugar the same density will be found 
by direct determination and by dilution. 
Average analysis of the molasses used for the followin:; 
comparisons: 
'Vater ........... ____ . 18.54 
Sucro!'e .. " '" ...... . 
Glucose ........ . 
35.44 (Direct Polarization 31.88) 
20.27 
Gums .............. . 
Other Organic Matter .. 
Ash ................. . 
3,10 
10.80 
11.85 
100.00 
Nitrogen.. . . . . . . . . . . . .523 
Alkalinity..... . . . . . . . .112 % Ca 0 
ANALYSIS OF ASH. 
CaO .......... , ........................ . 
MgO ................................... . 
K2 0 .................................. . 
Na2 0 .................................. . 
F0 2 0 3 ) A1
2
0
3
\ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
P 2 0 5 •• , •••••••••••••••••• '" ••••••••••• 
S 0 3 ., ., •••••••• " •••••••••••••••• '" ••• 
Si 0, ........... '" .. , ., ..... , ...... " ., . 
C 1 " ................................ . 
C O2 and diff ........................... . 
10.05 
2.12 
40.57 
4.62 
1.84 
1.40 
13.62 
1.88 
24.25 
5.19 
105.54 
o equ. to Cl. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5.54 
100.00 
\ 
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It was not practicable to expel the air entirely from the un-
diluted molasses. The highest concentration experimenteJ. 
with was for thifi' reason 80 per cent. 'rhe specific gravity wa:> 
determined by pyknometer for dilutions from 80 per cent. 
down to 10 per cent. 'rhe temperature was, as much as possi-
ble, kept tile same. 
As will be seen in the table below, the val ues for the difrer-
ent degrees ,of dilution lie in a fairly regular eune. 'rhe val· 
ues for above 80 per cent. and below 10 per eent. (given in 
italics), have been estimated by extension of this eUl'Ye. 
-Dilution.-
Molasses. ,Vater. Per Ct. Brix Degree. 
100 0 100 90.0 
80 20 80 90.37 
70 30 70 90.60 
60 40 60 90.91 
50 50 50 91.31 
40 60 40 91.80 
30 70 30 92.38 
20 80 20 93.06 
10 90 10 93.84 
1 99 1 94·7 
The actual density as expressed in degrees Bl'ix of the aver 
age molasses under consideration, would thus be found to be 
very near 90.0, while the Brix obtained by mixing 1 part mo-
lasse:;) with 3 parts of water (the proportion most generall., 
used in the laboratories in these Islands) would be 92.7, a con-
sid.erable ditIercnce. 
This peculiar behavior of the molasses must be as'cribed to 
substances (mineral salts) held. in suspension in the concen-
trated molafi,ses, which, on mixing with water, are gradually 
dissolved. In fact, in most of the low-grade molasses which 
have so far come under my observation, I have found micro-
scopical cr;rstals, which are nM readily dissolved by the ad<li· 
tion of water. 
The quotient of purity obtained by dividing fi.ingle polariza-
tion by Brix as found by dilution method, is of value for the 
comparison of work in the same sugar house day by day, bm 
for ealcnlation of 'losses and comparison of work of different 
factories, sucrose fi·honld be determined by the Clerget method 
and total solids should be found by determination of water ill 
molasses. 
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HIGH DILUTION AND USE OF COAL IN SUGAR EX· 
TRL1CTION FROM CANE. 
By J. N. S. Williams. 
Assume that a factory when crushing cane and using an 
.amount of water of maceration of 15 per cent. on the weight 
of the :;)o·caHed normal juice, and fa-irly well equipped witll 
evaporating apparatus, etc., just manages to keep up good 
steam with the bagasse resulting from the crushed cane. 
AnJ increase in the amonntof maceration involves the use 
of fuel (wood or coal) to keep steam-that is, to evaporate the 
exce:;:·s of water. Since sugar factories are primarily estab· 
lished to make money, the question arises, at what point does 
the application of water of maceration to -the cane in process 
of crushing cease to be economical '? 
,Vith 15 per cent. maceration, the resulting weight of dilute 
juice recovered per ton of cane is about 1,850 pounds, and the 
extraction on weight of sugar in cane about 93 per cent. Sup·· 
po~ suflieient excess of water is applied to bring the weight 
of dilute jniee up to 2,130 pounds per ton of cane; say a dilu· 
tion of from 25 per cent. to 28 per cent. on weight of so·called 
normal juice, and corresponding to an extraction of, say 94.1 
per ceM.; there has been excess water amounting to BOO 
pounds per ton of cane added, and the extra sugar extracted 
amounts to the difference behveen fl3 per cent. and 91.5 
per cent., which in cane containing 15 per cent. of sugar, or 
300 pounds per ton of cane, i~) equivalent to the difference br· 
tween 2m ponnds pure sugar and 283 1~2 pounds of pure suo 
gar, or 4 1·2 pounds per ton of cane. This sugar is worth to 
the plantation in the juice not more than 2 1·4c per pound £It 
present prices. The sugar to be rccovcred, then, by an app.i· 
cation of 300 pounds of \Yatrr iE' "worth ,in round figures 10c 
per ton of canr. To evaporate 300 pounds of water ,vill reo 
quire not less than 2;-; Jlounds of coa 1. allowing 12 pounds of 
water per pound of coal (which is reasonable, ronsidering th(~ 
multiple effeet of evapOl'ation). ?lo,,', coal eosts. delivered 
into the furnace, not less than 1·2c per pound, ,.llmving a dead 
loss of 2 1·2e per ton of canc grollnd, or $25.00 per day in u 
factory grinding 1,000 tOIlS of eane. 
,Vhen the factory is so eqnipped that it can nse lligh diln· 
tion and keep within the natnral fuel supply furnished by the 
cane, it is economic-a 1 to macerate to this limit; but there is 
no money ill bnrning coal at above priee to evaporate eXCcr,'B 
maceration water. 
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From the foregoing it will be readily seen that where the 
sugar content in cane is low, say at 13 1·2 per cent. to 14 pel.' 
cent. on cane weight, the loss 'in heavy maceration is greatel.' 
than that given in illustration. 
---:0:---
LIQUID FUEL. 
ItE' Molecular Structure. 
By Alvin W. Keech. 
Energy is that whieh can and does produce change. It is 
known only by its manifestations. 
Force is energy producing 01' about to produce change at 
some particular place and in some particular direction. 
'Work is the change produced by a Force acting. It is useful 
or useleE's. 
POIGe/' or source ot pOll;er is Force, passive or active, that can 
be contl'OHed. 
'Tillie is a continual ~uccession of infinite changes. It is a 
fiuent ,,-itll a unifol'lu prog1'ession or increment. 
Rate is the measnre of -the inc1'ement 01' progression. 
Duration is the lapse 01' sum of the number of infinite in-
crements between two pm'ticu]:u events 01' changes. 
EncI'I-!:Y h" a prime cause. It is the sum of all the activitie" 
above the ZPI'O potential. It is a fixed but unknown quantity. 
,\Yhen a eOllsidel'able amount of work is done at one par-
ticular place, as when a quantity of combustible is cOllsumeu 
ill an atmosphere of oxygen, then it is that the clement of time 
eIl'ters into the aetion and deterlllines whether it shall be a 
contiagration, an explosion, 01' the i-,mulll, prolonged combus-
tion of a lamp 01' sto\'e. 
Rpllll'mbt'I' that tIl(' concussion, the noise and havoc of wnat 
we ('all explosion, are due solely to the shortness of time in 
which the \\'(1I'k is done. 
'L'hesl' dpfilliLiolls and lIoil'~' han~ beell put Oil the blaek-
board for your ('ollsideI'atiolI, as they shall be used as reft~r­
ente in 'wha t follo\YH. 
'l'he hydJ'()(,:lI'bolIs, aH Wt' Jill(l tIll'1ll in petl'oleum, are au 
ideal fuel, makilI~ no ('linker and It'a\'ill~ no ashes. 'l'heyare 
ill sl1('h :t ('ondition tha I: ('ollljlll'te ('oI1lh'm:,tioll can be accom-
plished and smokp Jll'l'\'('ntl'd, and, for that rC'aHOIl aud other,;:. 
tht'y ('Olllllll'llfl thelllsl'ly('s to anyone ,,-ho (h'siI'eH eleanlinesf', 
as well as u1ility; aud it i~'. Hafe to say that tl'l1e eleanlinesg 
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now pervades the every-day operations of mankind generally 
as it never did before. The combustion of liquid and gaseous 
fuels can be accomplished and controlled with more ease and 
greater certainty than the solid forms, and, as remarked, with-
out dirt. They begin to give out their required quantity of 
heat at the touch of a hand when conditions and apparatu:, 
are right, and as quickly cease to do so at the closing of ,L 
valve. It is for these very good reasons that any of us requir-
ing fuel, de~,ire them, provided they can be gotten on a fav,ll'-
able commercial basis, together \vith the suitable apparatus 
for burning them. Safety also considered. There seems to 
be one great fault chargeable against them, and that is theiT' 
so-called explosive nature, which we hope to leaI'll is morc 
apparent than real. Telling the average per~'on that such 
combustibles as kel'osene, gasoline and the like, do not ('x-
plode, and never have exploded, has the same effect, I imag-
ine, that a positive declaration of the roundness of the world 
would have had upon King SoIomon, and we all know of his 
reputation for wisdom and several other accoJllpli~'hments too 
numerous to mention. I have written a war cry, or slogan, on 
the board, so that as an improvement on old Scipio, I need not 
begin and end my speech with it. 
Fuels, L-iquid or Gaseolls, Do Not Explode. 
The liquid 'Illd gaseous hydrocarbons do not explode, awl 
never have exploded. Like water, when they are liquid, evpn 
gaseous, you lllay subject them to any temperature below di~­
integl'ation, with no different results from those attendant all 
water under like condition~·-that is, if inclosed. They boil, 
produce vapor, make IH'es~,ure, run engines and condense 
again to their liquid f01'111; in fact, the more volatile ones in 
mixtUl'e, as naptha, are a bC'tter medium for converting' IlPat 
into motion than is water. But-the "ifs" and "buts" are the 
stumbling bloeks of our eomplex exb)i:f'nce-c\'ery now aud 
then up goes sOille eontainer or tank loud in its explosion, ter-
rible in its destruction-often attendpd hy painful injul'Y and 
death. ""IIy'! The question is pl'OpPI', and it lllUst lJe au-
swered to your ~;a ti~',faetion. The inllocellce of the hY(lrocar-
bons must be pstablished, or else I must I'ub the war cry from 
the blaekhoal'd. The pel'HOn laHt seen with the llllll'dered is 
genpl'ally the big I'p<1 apple to the lJlonkeys of tlte eoronee's 
jUl'y till n more suitable substi/ute can be found. The liquid 
fuel being most in evidenc:e, iH the fil'st to fall undpr suspicioll. 
It ean be seen, felt, tasted and smelt, and aftpr the explosion 
tllPl'(> it if' hurning' with lJllll'derous intent, a ready-made scapp-
goat fol' hlame, and the w'I'did of n. quick eonclusion. It 
is a vidim of eiI'CllmsianC'es, but for all that, the assertion on 
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the bom'd will remain after having been proved true. Beside 
the war cry, I have put a few half home-made definitions of 
several other dramatis pel'sonae, who playa very important 
part either in combustion, 01' in exploii:.ion, which is merely in-
stantaneous combustion. I have not looked sharply nor lately 
in any text-book fOl' matel'ial for those definitions, and I shetH 
be glad if they act as a chip on the shoulder to provoke criti-
cism hom the body of the house. 
As I needed toolii:', it was thought best to forge them with 
points to suit the occasion, and thel'e they are. 'rhere is uo 
energy in carbon, neither in hydrogen, so there can be no forc(; 
power 01' work, and consequently no explosion 01' destruction, 
with injUl'y 01' death; and what do you say to that'? You wiIi 
find that the manifestation of energy becomes apparent only 
after the villain comes on the E·cene, and I have secured a nu-
merous company of villains, which I will endeavor to show 
you in the act of making mischief; likewise getting other in-
nocent fellows into trouble, \Ve can hal'dly go fUl'thel' with-
out having a glance at the fundamental principles of this af-
fair of the "Average JUan vs. Liquid Fuel." 
'It is assumed that the diviii:.ion of matter can be continued 
mechanically in theory down to single units, called lllolecul,~s, 
which units are defined as the least quantity of any substance 
in which its qualities inhere, 'l'he molecule j:,:o the l'hysi~;al 
unit of any substance, and the aggregation of those small 
units makes the SUbstance, as the unit brick, when in nUlll-
bel's, lllll'kcs the wall. 1'heE·e molecular units are assumed to 
be composed of a ditferent order of units called atoms, having 
entirely ditIel'ent ways of joining to forlll molecules. Obeying 
ditferent laws: The molecule is one conception; the atom is 
another. Their relation to each other, as well as a mental 
conception of the two orders of units., is the great molecul:Jr 
theol'Y by which it is sought to explain the phenomena of na-
ture. The one is the physical unit and the other is the chem-
ical unit, and they must not be confounded. These units, 
whether molecule or atom, must be extremely small, and it i:; 
said on good authority that if a drop of ,vater were magnified 
to the o.·ize of the earth, its molecules consisting of one atom 
of oxygen and two atoms of hydrogen, would occupy a space 
betwPPIl the size of bullets and cricket balls. Let us not both· 
er about their shape 01' general appearance, for that is useles':l 
speculation. 'rhe whole molecular theory some day may be 
Empplanted by a. better one, hut that there are certain small 
magnitudes which· we now call atoms, will remain. They are 
our X and Y till we find hetter expressions for them. Some 
time ago a method suggested itself to me, so that by taking 
advantage of the hereditary monkey trait of observing thingA 
striking in form and color, I might more quickly and permn-
• 
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nently impresli) uPQn my mind the fQrmulae Qf these cQmbina,· 
tiQns; and 'here yQU have samples Qf the cQIQred fQrms whiel1 
are used in the method. I want to' cautiQn yQU' that they mean 
nQthing mO're than an idiO'graphic representation O'f the con· 
ceptiQn O'f an atQm sO' far as its weight and CQmbining PQwers, 
gO'. The cQIQrs and markings are to' catch the eye and makp. 
an impreE.siQn as well as a distinctiQn. The fQrms suggest the 
cO'mbining PQwer, -or bQnds by which they are clamped to'· 
gether. It is the representatiQn in twO' dimensiQns, that is, on 
a plane, Qf what really takes place in three dimensiQns. Eaeh 
atom Qf every elementary substance is accredited with a c('r· 
tain weight. The atO'ms Qf each elementary E.ubstance are as-
sumed to' be alike, SO' the weights Qf all atQms Qf Qne kind ,1l'C 
alike. These weights are called the atomic weights, and are 
referred to' the atO'ms -of hydrQgell as Qne, it being the light-
est. The atQmic weights Qf all the Qther subE.tancesarc t1j P r(>· 
fQre heavier than that Qf hydrQgen. With each kind Qf th'~se 
colQred geometrical fQrms, I ask yQU to' assQciate a wdght 
which becQmes u: useful number in prQPQrtiQn, prQdueing defi-
nite results. That fQr'm having Qne PQint, shQwing that it jlU~' 
but Qne bQnd, 0'1' grasper, is wlQred, blue arbitrarily, and rep-
resents the single atQm Qf hydrQgen; with it gQe:-: the ",'eight 
1. That fQr111 must nQW be fixed in your mind as repl.'C!sclltiJJg: 
the atom of hydrQgen, but not the ;';llb~.tance, 1'lwrc you see 
anQther fQrlll hn dng six angles, twO' more prQmineu t thn n the 
rest, which signifies that it is tWQ-bQnded, and may he :1t timt's 
six-bQnded. 'With it I ask YOU to associate the number JG. 
It is cQlored red to' indicate itE' fiery activity, and it stands ;01' 
the single atom of oxygen, but not the substance, 
There again is the third form, a perfect squar'e, showing by 
its fQur angles alike that it is four-bonded Qnly; wLh it goes 
the weight 12, and we can name it carbQn, It is eQlorei! illac-k 
because we a:;:,sQciate that cQlQr "'ith its common and fnmiliar 
fQrm, cQal It is like the rest, repr'csentative Qf th(~ a tom of 
carbQn, but on aCCQunt Qf saIne of its peculiarities, there is 
nQt the cer'tainty whieh goes with, the Qther two; I):I~ it ,yill 
fill the bill, as you shall find, until men know bet!."r, He['e 
al'e now three kinds of card cheekers, with their weigl'.l'i-:' and 
values, and with them we may play solitaire of an illstrlldivc 
kind. 
\Ve are informed that petrolelll11 is made IIp of Ilydrcpar-
bQns, mo!".tly of it series in which the cmbon increases by one 
and the hydrogen by twO' atoms in eaeh slIccessi"e molecule. 
H is the series, en II 2n plus 2, beginniilg 'with Marsh gas 
C H 4, If I am not mistaken, there are nine of them, all beef 
to the heel as fuel; ther'e they are l'e}Jre!"'L'nted for your inspe'.;-
tion, An important feature of tll(:ir ('olllposition is that as 
the llumb('l' of at OlliS increase, SO' also rises the boiling. \Vhile 
Explanatory Diagram o.f Molecular Structure 
(KEECH'S METHOD) 
~ .....•.... ~ 
~ ..:Di.oy~( ~c.....Q...) 
PATENT APPLIED FOR 
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Marsh gas and some other:;) of the younger members of the 
family are gases at ordinary temperatures, the other ones have 
high boiling points. It is due to this fact that they may be 
thus separately collected by fractional distillation. 
In the fuel oil, the lighter ones may be said to be in solution 
in the heavier ones, vaporizing at their respective flashing 
points, but not explosive. Let us draw the deadly double· 
barreled parallel. I have here pl'oduced the formulae of a 
true and powerful explosive, nitro-glycerine. See those red 
fOl'ills representing oxygen? Those little, fiery-red devils an: 
the villains mentioned before. See how numerom, they arl!: 
See the atoms of the molecule, built up to it high potentia! 
chemically, ready to form new and more stable compounds by 
falling to it lower potential. ,Vhy don't they fall? Becallse 
those three little peace-makel's, atoms of nitrogen, and fin;-
bonded, are holding t1!P1U in their manifold gmsp. They m'e 
sleeping, and so they ,vould sleep on if this condition ob-
tained. 
'Let the ~'harp jar of it fulminate or other atomic disturb-
ance but shake adrift one single bond, and at once it mighty, 
far-reaching thrill penades the mass from moleeule to moh,-
cule. There is more than enough oxygen to satisfy the bonel.,; 
in the new formations, and the peaee-Il1akers are rudely thrm;t 
aside aI':O the oxygPIl atoms, arollsed to their fullest activity, 
rush for the car-bon and hydrogen atoms to form carbon 
dioxide and water. There is no energy PCI' sc in carbon, or ill 
hydrogen, or in oxygen, but the product of tllCir union lllakt~s 
appm'ent a certain fixc'd amount of energy for eaeh atomic 
combination, and its liberation in an incredibly short time is 
the fOl'ee acting along lines in every directiOl~, which, when 
controlled, gives IlIall power 10 rend as he makes it do useful 
,y Ol"k , but when lllH'ontl'ollpd, insl-antly hurls him into ett~l'­
nily. 'l'hif,) is a tl"11(> explosin\ and it is the red-figured atoms 
which make it sud!. 
I defy you to Hlld them amollg our family of peaceful and 
well-behaved In'o.J'o(':\l'bons. But-let us rell1pmber that all 
these opera i"ion:" of oun; arC' ('ondu(·tC'd at the boHoJll of a sea 
of air, one-fifth of ",hi('h ('ollsists of oxyp:pn ~as, whose eonsti-
tuiion i~" J'elll'C'senh'd by t,,·o atollls of oxygell, as f;hown. Re-
mpmhel' that thl'J'(' is a subtle propp)'t)" of p:nses which causer-; 
their lllo1reules /"() f;JH'ak and (,I'{'PI> lil;:p thieves, one kind 
alllong those of anothC'l'. '1'lIen, because the container is not 
lItadp fool-proof alld y,l])()J's lIIay ,lI'isp, you ('all S(,(' ill yo Ill' 
mind's pye fil'st OIlP and thpn anothpJ' of our little "mains 
u'C'Pping in and amollg the innocent blaeks and hluC's, ancl 
~ then only, when reds are sutliciC'nil,Y numerous, does the mix-
ture lw('olll(' explosiye. 'l'he nitrop:en is there also, hu t it i:;. 
absolutely inert, aIlo. acts as a dilutant; otherwise the explo-
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sion would be still more energetic. Still it does not explode, 
and, like the molecule of nitro·glycerine, it would continue in· 
definitely. Hel'e are the molecules of oxygen gas with those 
of the combuE,tible, all moving among each other, till the 
molecular motion, due to the temperature of some small, neal" 
appI'oaching flame, shakes adl'ift a single bond as before; then 
the buttresses of stability fail, down comes the mighty arch 
of high potential, instantly to forIll new and more stable COlli· 
pounds, as hel'etofore mentioned-cal'bon dioxide and watc"r. 
These pl'oducts al'e gaseous at the high temperature of forma.-
tion, pl'oducing enormous increase of volume, attended with 
high pressure, and when the shol'tness of time is considered, 
are doing wOl'k that is making changes at such a rate as to be 
appalling when uncontrolled. What shall be done to guard 
against this condition and its results? Thel'e is but one rem· 
edy-prevent the red from mixing with the black and bIlle, 
Liquid fuel is an ideal fuel-perfectly safe under certain con· 
ditions-and when these conditions are maintained it cannot 
explode. It iE' just and due to the fuel as servant, as well as 
to liYing beings as its master's, that every known safeguard 
should be employed to avoid setting this fearful trap, OJ' 
springing it when set; there cannot be too many precautions 
for the reputation of the oil, provided, always, that they are 
in reality precaution E'. There is but one way, in my estim<t· 
tion. that will insUl'e safety, and that is, not to permit the 
lighter hydrocal'bons to vaporize till the burner is reached, 
for the burner alone is capable of taking down the ponderous 
arch of force, stone by stone, and hurling it ,,,here man directs. 
Any method of displacement that will always entirely fill 
the system with a liquid from mduci:ion valye to feed I am 
sure can be relied upon to prevent diE'aster and help maintain 
the good character I have endeayored to give to fuel oil. 
Don't try to make the system so 111uch fool·proof aE' vapor· 
proof, prevent leaks. prevent spaces where vapors can form 
and I ,,'arrant you there can be no explosicn of fuel oil, no 
matter how volatile its constituents are. 
---:0:---
FUEL OIL. 
By C. C. Perkins. 
The term "fnel oil" might be applied to any of the many 
diffC'l'ent oils, but generally the fuel oil when I;lCntioned as ;t q. 
stC'[lm genel'ating a'gent is an unrefined product of the earth 
known as "crude petroleum." 
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As an introduction, it might be interesting to take up a 
brief history of its early uses and discoveries. The existene~ 
.of crude petroleum has been known s·ince time immemorial. 
The em'hest records show its use in the Province of Baku, on 
the Caspian Sea, in Southern Russia, where it oozed through 
rocks with water springs. and was skimmed off the surface of 
the creeks. It was known by the people in that daJ' as "rocK 
oil," and was used by them in a very crude way for illumi'l-
ating purposes. 
After the commercial value of petroleum was discovered, 
this. territory was developed, and today is one of (he large oil 
producing districts of the world. The Russian oil, however, 
is infel'ior in quality as compared with, the product .of thl~ 
United States, containing, as it does, a larger pel'centage of 
solid carbon. 
Records do not show the discovery of petroleum in America, 
as. it was known to the Indians befol'e the landing of Co-
lumbus. 'Owing to the dense black smoke given off by oil 
when burning under natural conditions, the Indians found it 
useful in signaling to neighbol'ing tribes from the tops of 
mountains. 
The first oil well was drilled in 1859 by Colonel E. L. Drake, 
This well was located in the northwestern part of Pennsyl-
vania, in what is now known as Oil Creek, and 'worked to a 
depth of GOO feet. 
Twenty years is about the age of the development of cruJe 
petroleum in California, but it is only in the last six 01' eigllt 
years that it has assumed its great importance. The following 
extract from the Annual Report fOl' 1902 of the Califon.ia 
State Board of Trade will give an idea of its present and 
future position. 
Industrial conditions show in material production a happy 
increase in practically all dil'ections, especially in the oil bus-
iness, its power plants, and the bearing it has on all the 
illdm"tries of the Pacific Coast. There are at present 2,500 
oil producing wells in 14 different districts, with a productiull 
of 12,000,000 balTels. The estimate for the year 1903 amouIltK 
to 20,000,000 bal'l'els; and by H)05 it is expected that there 
will be a production and consumption of 50,000,000 barrels. 
'1'here are only three oil refineries of any importance in Cai-
ifOl'nia, and the es,timated amount of their consumption for 
refining- purposes is 1,500,000 barrels, leaving 48,500,000 for 
fuel purposes. 
'Yhen oil was firs,t being introduced as a fuel a ~re:lt 
many people had their doubts about the abundance of the 
supply. It has practically been proven that the supply if'! 
unlimited, as oil is found in every section of the State of 
California, but the consumption as yet has only warranted 
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the development of those districts most conveniently located 
for the trans'portation of the product. 
It is astonishing to note the large percentage of malll~· 
factories in Califol'lliu that aI'e using oil fuel for the generation 
of steam. '.rhe last· six months has the recOl'dof two co 1-
versions from coal to oil pel' week -for manufacturing plants 
and s'teamships. 
Geologists are not agreed as to whether petroleum orig-
inates from the decomposition of animal or vegetable 
matter, 01' whether from the decomposition of the two matters 
combined. The theory is that petI'oleum is contained in sub-
terranean pockets of different areas and at different depths. 
'VeIls, are drilled through the diiIerent strata of earth, gravel, 
sand-rock. clay, and shale, or wlrateyer the formation may b~, 
to the pockets, the size of which determine the life of the 
well. 
A well-drilling outfit is principally composed of a derriel~. 
boiler, engine, pump, an assortment of drills and about 2,000 
feet of 8}-inth tasing. '.rhe l'ig costs in the neigllbol'llOod of 
$10,OUO. 
,Sel'iom·' difficulties are a common thing in oil well drilling. 
The usual mishaps are the caving in of the casing, the losing 
of tools, or drilling through a long strata of hard rock. In 
cases where rock is struck near the slll'face, it i~, often ad vis-
able to pull up the casing and move to a new location. When 
tools are lost it is sometimes less expem,ive to start a new 
hole than to try to recover the lost tool. 
The depths of wells range from GOO to 2,500 feet, and cost 
as high as $25,000 each. It is, rather discouraging,llfter pnt-
ting down a well to a depth of 2,000 feet, to find that you haye 
a dry hole. It is sometimes the case when a pocket has beeu 
drained of all its oil, by drilling deeper a new flow may be 
struck. Very often wells cease flowing for a time, and sud-
denly begin to produce from 50 to 100 barrels per day. Sam'.:! 
well 0' flow as high as 2,000 barrels pel' day, continuing for a 
period of from two weeks to two months, when gradually the 
amount dl'treases until pumping has to be resorted to, which 
continues at an ay(~!'age rate of from 50 to 100 barrels per daS 
for an indefinite period. 
In some localities where the wells are close together one 
engine and boiler will work the pumps of s,ix or eight welis. 
In the city of Los Angeles the wells are probably located 
closer together than in any other district, the distance be-
tween some of them being not more than twenty feet. A 
curiolIS condition io' that around Summerland, in California, 
where wells are drilled in the ocean, some of them being 1,000 
feet from the beach. The quality of petroleum varies generalIj 
as to the locality, ranging from a 3G gravity in the Coalin~a 
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district, to a 10 gravity in the I~os Angeles and Summerlaf:ld 
dish·iets. 'Whether petroleum is pumped ,or flows naturally 
from the weUs, there is always a quantity of salt water and 
sand with it. 
The oil from the well is conducted to a settling receiver 
where most 'of the sand and water is separated. It is pumppd 
from there to a large storage reservoir, and allowed to stand 
quietly, whel'e the remaining sand and watel' is precipitated; 
by means of a swing pipe, the oil is then drawn from above 
. the precipitate, and is ready for the market. 
In California all the tank cars are supplied with steam 
coils; in order to heat the heavier oils in cold weather so that 
pumping ii;) possible. The density of oils, being lighter than 
water, is determined in degrees by the l\1inus Baume Scal,~, 
having a constant relative yalue to specific gravity. 
For fuel oil purposes, petroleum between the gravities ')f 
Hi degrees and 24 degrees 1-S preferred, as is shown by the 
following compm'is'ons of the calorific heat yalues: 
0ils from 10 degrees to 15 degrees gl'ayity = fr')111 
7,5:32 to !),2:38~ calories, e<]llallin~ 13,5;)7.6 to 16,629.3 B. T. F. 
Oils from Hi gl'ayity to 24 gravity range from 10,03,1 
to 11,264 calories', equalling 18,061 to 20,275.2 B. T. U. 
CO:lIPAItISO::\ OF OIL TO COAL FOR FFF-I, PURPOSES. 
It is safe to consider four barrels of oil as equal to 2,240 
pounds of coal. In a series of 17 tests, the ayerage water 
eyaporated from and at 212 degrees Fahrenheit per pound of 
coal was 9.2Hi pounds. Emplo;ying oil under the same con· 
ditions in 14 tests, showed an evaporation from and at 212 
degl'ees Fahrenheit of 14.333 pounds of water per pound of 
oil, equalling oyer 5 pounds in favor of the oil. 
In the above tes.ts, the ashes and refuse from the coal 
amounted to an average of 11.537 per cent., while the refuHe 
from the oil amounted to nothing. 
An analysis 'of stack gases shows an m-erage of G.5 per cent 
carbon dioxide, e per cent oxygen, no carbon monoxide, and 
81.5 per cent nitrogen. These, ·howeyer, are of smaller im· 
portance, and yary according to conditions of draft and atom-
izing agent. 
'l'hesaving of space and weight of oil oyer its. equivalent in 
coal is from 40 to 45 per cent in each case. 
The saving in labor when firing with oil as compared with 
coal runs as high as 75 per cent, according to the size and 
equipment of the plant, as, for instance, in a well equipped 
manufacturing plant in California, there are 34 boilers nec-
essary for the generation of steam. Thirty of these boilers 
are constantly in operation, requiring, when coal was used, 
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the employment of two men per boiler for 24 hQurs" makint; 
60 men. When the plant was converted from coal to one 
using oil, the 60 men were replaced by two capable men, 
wHh a slight increase in individual wages. 
Coal firing requires the employment of a large force of men, 
with plenty of muscle, while the use of oil requires few men 
whos·e less developed muscles must be subservient to an 
ordinary amount of gray matter. . 
The general opinion among many is that oil is very dis-
astrous to boilers. ThIs is< also true of coal when not properiy 
installed. 
There are many more conditions to be considered in. the 
installation of an oil burning plant than one of coal, and the 
difficulties have to be experimented with. 'Vhen the prop(~r 
ins·tallation is attained, the results are all that can possibly 
be expected, as in the case where boilers have been run for 
six years without a spot of any kind, and where the same 
tubes are in today that were in originally. Clean boiler!;, 
necessitating clean feed water, and a properly constructpd 
furnace, are the ess·ential points of eonsideration. 
There are at present 3,000 different patent burners on the 
market, l'3nging in price from $3.50 to $75 each. They diff(~r 
slightly in parts, but in general are built on the same plan, 
and as far as efficiency is concerned are about equal. Some 
are probably a little better adapted for light oils, others for 
heavy oils, and others for all grades. of oils. The princivai 
points to be considered in a burner are its freeness from the 
possibility of clogging, its ability to be cut low 01' to be forcen, 
and its simplicity of composed parts.. '1'he efficiency of an oil 
burning system generally lies in the construction of the fur 
nace. A well equipped oil burning plant for stationary boilers 
consists principally of an iron storage tank, the required 
capacity of which is. determined by existing conditions. This 
tank should be situated at a safe distance from the furnaces 
and from any wooden structure. If the elevation of the land 
will permit, it will be economical to situate this tank at an 
elevation of 20 feet above the burners. This storage tank 
s·hould be fitted with a two-inch dra woff at the bottom, and 
with effective ventilators, and s·hould connect by a pipe line 
with a small supply tank able to contain 2,1 hOUl'S supply. 
There should be two valves in the line connecting the two 
tanks, one at the storage tank and 'one at the supply tank. 
'fhe supply tank should be elevated from 12 to 1il feet above 
the furnaces, giving the oil sufficient gravit~' to supply t11(' 
burners. A pipe line of sufIicient size is run from the bottom of 
this tank to the furnace room, an oil header running along till'; 
floor against the front of the boilers. A valve should be 
located in this ,line at the supply tank, and another just in 
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front of the first burner. The header E'hould be tapped at 
each furnace and a small pipe run to the place of the burner. 
i'h18 sinall pipe should be fitted about half way with a servicl} 
eock, and at the burner end with the female part of a ground 
joint union. A steam line should be tapped neal' the main 
steam header and l'un as direct as posE,ible to the position of 
the burner. It should be fitted at the end with the female 
portion of a ground joint union and above this with a servic~~ 
cock. '1'here should be some means 9f blowing out this line 
whenever necesE'ary. 'l'he burner should be supplied with 
s.team regulating and oil regulating valves. It should be 
fitted with two short nipples with the male portion of a union 
at the end of each, which can be eonnected readily to th(~ 
couplings on the E,team and oil feed lines. The connec· 
tions on all the burners should be the E·ame size and the sam:: 
length so that they may be easily disconnected if not working 
properly and may be substituted by others without any re-
fitting. The britk constl'Uction of the furnace and the location 
.and size of the draft depend upon the style of the burner u&ed. 
\Vhere gravity is possible, it is much more satisfactory and 
much eheaper to use this system than to supply the burnt~l':; 
by a pump. All lines, pipe connections and fittings should be 
thoroughly tested before oil is put in. The greatest cat'e 
should be taken in guarding against leaks of any kind. 
The cost of changing from coal to oil lies prineipally in the 
tanks and burner. After the tanks and all piping have been 
installed, it l'equires. but {t short time to complete an oil 
burning system. 
SAFE'IT.-Petroleum is not an explosive, as is the general 
opinion, and cannot be made so ,vithout employing mechanical 
means. A mixture of gases manufactmed from oil with the 
proper proportion of air will explode when brought into COli-
taet with a flame or spark, and by that means only. Coal 
giYe~' otl' gases whieh ignite under the same conditions as 
those of oil, and in addition an aecident often arises in coal 
from spontaneous combustion. Such a thing is impossible 
with oil. Coal gives otl' dangerous gase~' at almost any telll-
pel'atme, whieh oil gives off no gases below that point of tent-
pemtllre illdieated by the fiash point of that oil. Oil with a flash 
test of 100 degrees Fahrenheit means that at no temperatlll'e 
below 100 degrees will the oil give of I a gas. 'rhe tire test ')f 
an oil has th'~ sallie relative lll',-,ailill~ ;IS (lie tlash to~:;;t. on 
with a fire test of l;W degrees Faht',:u:Ieit (~aIlnot pos~,ibly 
be )\lade to burn at a temperature 10\Y,~r than 1::0 degrees, llO 
matter what means are resorted to. 
\Yith propel' handling, there is no more danger from oil 
than from any other inflammable matter. 'rhe only laws 
that will insmc against the possibility of accident from the 
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m:'e of oil as fuel are laws that will gOYel'n the propel' storage 
and handling of the fuel. 
In summing up the comparison of the two fuels, the follow-
ing facts are apparent: It takes a less amount, costing les:'J, 
occupying less s,torage space, weighing less, with les:'J dungel' 
if properly handled, 110 dirt, no smoke, and less hoar to 
evapol'l1te one pound of water with oil fuel than 'it does with 
coal. 
---:0:---
NBW SL'(},lll 11LlKING PROCESS. 
Combination of Murphy Electrode and ,Yol1lHck Hot-B1a;;t 
Tanks, 
The K c\\" Oleans "Ti l1H~S-Demoel'a t" says:-
The elimination of sulphur J1laehine~,,., e1arifiers. hot I'oom 
and m:tgma tanks from the sugar house, and the pl'odudion of 
I'pfirwd and 1il'f:1t sugar without the use of chemicals (I)' the 
prespnt expensiyc niachincry is the consummation "'hidl a 
local eompuny expects to achieve by a comilinatioll of ,I. M. 
:!'Ifurphy's elech'ode and 'r. A. \Vomac);:'s hot-hhu;t tank. 'rests 
here amI at Baton Houge have del1lonstr'ated that electrolysis 
will pJ'odu('e 100 pel' CP1I t: pure cold cane jui..:e witllOU1: injury 
to the juice, and \Vomac],;:'s hot-blast tank has, 011 }1l'. \Vo-
mack's plantation, J'educed all the sacbarine sllbstanee in the 
eJ'op to fiJ'st sugar. 
A ('ompany, ol'gallizell here to manufaeiure l\Iul'pL1Y ('l(~c­
i'rodl's for water purification, is negotiating ",ith .:'I[t'. \YoJIlnck 
to merge intpI'ests, and H. C. ,Yarmoth is aJllOlig those who 
beli0ye the combination will enable evcry sng-tH' honse to re-
duce entir(' crops to refined firsts in less time than it ilOW 
i"aks to produce seconds. 
MI'. MUl'phy, Mr. \Vomaek, Mr. \Varmoth and Duncan 
Brown will, in the course of the next week, make> practical 
working tests of the eledrode and llOt-hla::;t tank (:olllbination 
at Magnolia Plantation, and all April 11 will sail for Cuba 
1:0 make a crop test 011 one of the hig plantations in the \"idn-
itv of Havana. 
'Purification of fluids by eledrolysis is several generations 
old, hut hel'etofore the materials used for the pol(~s haY(; been 
iron. zinc. cappel' and carbon, all of which lleposited chemical 
eOllljlounds in the fluid purified, due to tlw action of the libl~r­
:tted oxygen upon the 1110tal of the poles, ~11'. Murpby US('U 
aluminum fOl' the poles, and after extensive eXpCl'illlcni"ntioll, 
eondnetl'd jointly "'ith the city chemi:'lt' of Pittsburg, found 
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that 95 pal'ts aluminulll and 5 parts magnesium pl'oduced 
a comuination of a thoroughly dUj'abl,~ character, and one 
whic'h gave off practically no deposit into the purified liqujd. 
Tlv! eJ1'ect of electl'ol~':-;is is to take out of SlISPCIISioIl all 
foreign matter in a fiui(l and cause it to coagl1lat(~. so that the 
fOl'eigu matter and the fluid will not ag'ain l:dx. 
Th;; tests madl' hel'(~ by 1\11'. Mlll'llhy with mssissippi rivl'r 
,,·atet· find the filthiest HlixtUl"~;\ h,~ '~o:!lol pl'od t1l:(~ h.l· mixing 
street sweepings. ink::;, ,'l:'::, with river watel', l'l'f:mlted in the 
oetCl'111ilt<:i:iou of loca: ,-:a[1'l:al to join ',vit'h him in 1h(~ f(II'ma-
tiou of a !ji:l,OOO.OOO cOll! r.':l 11,1' , (~speciall'y when Ill! demon-
strafed to their satisfaction that l'aIle juh::J cou1d lJe a~ l'(:adily 
purified of nil foreign 01' coloring' matter. 'J'll(~s(~ t(~sts wel'e 
conduetl'd by \Y. K. Kirchoff, ehelllist of thl' Rugal' Exl'llHllge 
in New Ol'leaw;, and last Sunday alld )[onday at Baton HO!lge 
by ilh', MUl'phy and by lk Coates, the ehemist of tlj(~ ~I:ate 
UniYcl'sity. 'Plw expe1'iments in Baton Range Wei'\, wade 
with jnice crnshed fl'om seed cane, and in Kew 01'leallS ,,-itlt 
juice cansed by mixing syrup made from first amI second 
SU~al'S. In all eases the resnlt was a clear liquid, allllost lim-
pid; and the r1ny c<tlle jnice l'efilwd by the cleetl'ode kept fo]" 
jiYe days withont sou1'ing. Cold calle juice in its normal state 
will keep bnt a few hours. 
TIlE ~I"cRrHY ELECTItODg. 
The eledrode that will be used at ::'Ilagnolia and in Cuu:J. 
is lwing huilt uy :Ke,,'man & Spl'allky. and the finishing 
tonches we1'e being put to it yestel'ad~·. Ii: "will hn.y<, a capac-
ity of about 100,000 ~allons 1)(>1' diem of twenty·fonr hom's. 
'l'he poll'S eonsist of fOl,j:y-four plates, l1leasurin~ 1-1 by 18 
inches. 'l'lH'Y ar(' one-sixteenth of an inch th iek and S('t on,!· 
sixteenth o( an inch apart. ..:\Jtpl·llate platp:-; are connected, 
fOl'ming' the anode:,; and Imthodl's, 01' posiHye and lll'gative 
poler,. so that the fOl'ty-four lJlates eonstit-nte as many sep-
11l'ate eJectmdes, the C'leei:l'olysis occnl'ring as the liquil' passl~s 
nndC'r IH'l'ssu1'e through the nal'l'OW spaces hetween the pIn tes. 
'flte p1ates al'C mountl'd and set in a hox of slate slabs, which 
arc sd in pal'affine in an oak box made of slabs Olll' aIHI one-
qUUl'ter-inch thick Contact pointf' PI'Oj(>('t from t\t(> top of 
the box propl'l'. .A S1l<1I'P of Olll' and o'1p-half·indl hphYC'cn 
thp hottolll of the plates and tltp h;dtolll of the :-:la1(> hox iH 
l(>ft for the l'(>r(~ptiol\ of the ('anc jnice .. \.ll the jnicl' is forrell 
up hetween the plateR, rpsnlting' in th(> plui-rolyt-ic: actioIl, 
which coagulatl's thl' impnrities in snRlwn:-:ion and ('lal'ific~, 
or l'efinC's, tll(' syrnp. The syt'np th(>1\ pass(':-: i"lll'ongh a Iii tr~h(>l" 
faced exit into th(> filter hags, wldch cateh the ('oagnlated 
foreign mattC'r and nIlow the rl'fincd jni(~e to eol!pd. The 
current necessary to operate this eleetl'odc is 7~() ,Yaits, cr 
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12 volts and 60 amperes. The box requires cleaning but once 
a day by the play of a stream of water, so that two of these 
boxes working alternate days will refine 100,000 gallons of 
raw cold cane juice per diem of twenty-foul' hoUl's. The de-
sign for a 1,000,000-gallon per diem electrode for cane juic{~ 
provides for thirty-two plates 12 by 18 inches, I-S-inch thick 
and separated I-S-inch. The plates are made of ninety-fiv!? 
parts afiuninum and fiye parts magnesium, and M1'. MUl'phy 
claims that this combination is insoluble and will not go into 
.either the water 01' the cane juice. 
WO)IACK'S HOT-BLAST 'l'ANK. 
,Vomack's hot blast tank, on which Mr. \Vomack has pa-
tents, is the product of lllany years of thought and labor by 
the patt:>ntee, and was used by him 011 the last crop of cane 
he took off; resulting in clarified all fil'st sugar in exeess of 
normal aggregate weight of first, second and third, with onl:}: 
glucose refuse. The hot blast tank consists of a wooden tank 
into which the molasses from the first sngat' is jetted down 
through ho),"s in the bottom of an inlet pipe extending over 
the tank. In the hottom of the tank is a eoil of pip8 con-
taining-thollsands of yel'y small holes, throngh which dry 
steam jets npward, striking the molasses as it falls into the 
tank. It )'esults in an instantaneons thinning by heat of the 
thick molasses and its decoloration almost to the color of 
normal raw juice. Flowing from- the hot blast tank, the 
syrup is mixed with a flow of clear raw juice fl'om the presses 
or filters, and this mixture is sent through the original pro-
cess. 'rhus. the sugar produced is always first sugar, until 
the molasses fluid disehal'ged into the hot blast tank is free 
of saccharine matter, when the supply is cut off and the gIn-
cose refuse cleaned out. 
'1'he hot blast tank does not, of course, produce refined first 
sugar' frol11 unretined juiees, and the glucose refuse is unre-
fined, and. thel'efol'~, unmarketable. :Mr. \Yomaek believes 
that the refining of the raw juice by the :Mnrphy pl'ocess will 
, result, in f'onjundion with the hot blast tank, in the pro-
duetioll of rcfilwd first sugar, leaving an almost thoroughly 
refined, and, therefore, marketable glucose. Tn this event the 
combination would result in: 
ASfHnmn rmsuL'l's. 
1. Reduetion of a II sacchal'inc to refined first sugar. 
~. Mal'l,etable glucose as a l'esidue, instead of unmarketa-
ble ma t('ria1. 
3. Less machinery than is now used to produee unrefined 
first, seeolld and third slIgars with a useless residue. 
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4. Continuous process, instead of a lapse for granulation 
of twelve days between first and second sugars and of from 
sixty to one hundred and twenty days between second and 
third sugars. 
Sugar-making Process Under the Present Method, With 
Impl'oYed l\laehincr'y-,T uice after leaving the mill is sul-
phured, then limed in the elal'ifiers, after which the impurities 
are l)l'ushed fI'om the surface and the juice run into tanks. 
The bottom, or Rolid, is Rent tlll'ough filter presses and the 
clear juke from the presses mixed with clear juice from the 
clal'ificl's. 'rIle mixtures is light amber in coloI'. It is Rent to 
the second or third effects and boiled to a density of 25 Beau-
mao '1'hen it is sent to the vacuum pan and then ·to the mixer, 
then to the contI-ifugaIR, when the dry first sugar is separated 
from the molasses. The molasses is reboiled in the vacuum 
pan, filled into the ears and put in the hotroom in magma 
tanks and left usually about twelve days to granUlate, then 
run through the same pI'ocess as before, beginning 'with the 
centrifugals, where the dry second sugar is separated and the 
molasses again boiled and sent to the hotroom or magma 
tanks. for from two to four months for granulation for the 
third sugars. 
Assumed CourSe Under Combined Murphy Electrolysis and 
\Yomack Hot Blast Tank Process-Juice from the mill is 
forced through the eleetrode and elm-ified and refined, passing 
to the filter bag or filter press, thence direct to double or 
triple effects, then boiled to 25 Beauma, then to vacuum pan, 
then to centrifugals, whence the molasses passes to the 'V 0-
mack tank and by continuous passage back to mill tank, etc., 
until boiled lour or five times. Hence practieally no hoh'oom 
is required, as only the molasses from the fifth strike ,yould re-
quire to be boiled into "string sugar," as the molassct; from 
the first r;,trike is calleduuder the present process. 
---:0:---
MEMOR,XNDFJ£ ON THE 8UG.':tR PRODUCTION OF' THE 
lVORLD. 
By 8m N. LUBBOCK. 
The total production for the last two years may be taken 
as follows:-
'rOllS. 
] !l01-2. ] !l02-;~. 
Europt'an ht'et, except Russin ....... . 5,722,000 4.:mO,00o 
Russia ...... , .................... . ] ,0!l!l,000 1.215,000 
, 
,,. 
, 
, 
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British Colonies. . ................. . 
Egypt ............................ . 
Indi~ ............................. . 
Un~ted States, Cuba, Porto l{ico, nIa-
nib and Hawaii. ................. . 
Peru, .\l'gentinC', St. Domingo, Mexico, 
and Brazil ...................... . 
Java ............................. . 
FJ'ench Colonies. . ................. . 
Of t11is:-
'I1he Indian prodnei:ion is required for 
Indian consnmption.. . ........... . 
Russian productioll is required for Rus-
sia and Asia ..................... . 
United States, Cnba, Porto Rico, 1\ln-
nila and Hawaii. for United States .. 
BC'et for European consllmption, ex-
cl llsiYe of United Kingdom ........ . 
545,500 513,000 
96.000 90,000 
3,000;000 3,000,000 
1,804,500 1,920,000 
738,500 582,500 
767,000 842,500 
110,000 104,000 
----- -----
13,882,500 12,657,000 
3,000.000 3,000,000 
1,0£)9,000 1,21.5,000 
1,804,500 1,920,000 
2,656,000 2,750,000 
----- ------
8,55fl,500 8,885,000 
There remains ,wailable for United Kingdom and other 
countries:-
Beet in El!l'ope ..................... . 3,066,000 1,(;40,000 
British Colonies. . ................. . 545,500 ;)13,000 
Egypt ............................ . 96;000 90,000 
Perll. Argentine, St. Domingo, :Mexico, 
and Brazil. . .................... . 738.500 582,500 
Jnva ............................. . 767,000 842,500 
Frellt:h Colonies. . ................. . 110,000 104,000 
------ -----
5,323,000 3,772,000 
Disseeiillg these items:-
Beet in Europe available for export 
fronl Austria and Germany........ 2,11.5,000 1,t.i!l0,OOO 
British Colon!es:--
The Mauritius crop goes to India .... 
Qllepnsland and .I''iji to Australia .. , .. 
West India to United States ........ . 
West India to Unit~~d Kingdom ..... . 
147,000 
151.,000 
200,000 
4T,OOO 
140,000 
110,000 
210,000 
53,000 
545,000 513,000 
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'fhe remaining cane production is available for United King-
dom eonsnmptioll. 
'l'ltus we han~ of beet and cane sugar available for supply 
of l:"nited Kingdom:-
Gl'rmuny and A \1~tl'ia ............... . 
Othl'r. . .......................... . 
2,115,000 
951,000 
1,5!lO,OOO 
50,000 
3,O(j(j,OOO 1,u'1O,000 
Cane: 
British "\Yest Indies ......... > •••••••• 247,000 263,000 
Argentine, Peru, Bra7.il, St. Domingo, 
and l\Iexico. . .................... . 738,500 582,500 
Egypt ............................ . 96,000 90,000 
Java ............................. . 
French Colonies. . ................. . 
767,000 842,500 
110;000 104,000 
----
------
1,958,500 1,882,000 
If bounties. were allowed to continue, the whole of this cane 
supply would be jeopal'dised, and it is evident that we should 
have practically to depend entirely on Germany and Austria. 
OIl the other hand, the abolition of bounties keeps tl1e 
door open to this large quantity of sugar. 
'rhese figures prove incontestably that the interest of the 
consumers of this country would have been most seriously 
compromised bu t for the Brussels Convention.-International 
Sug. J 01lrllal. 
---:0:--- -
OOY8['JIPTIOY OF SUG.'lR PER HK1D IN EUROPE AND 
NOR'l'H AMBRIC.:l. 
Fon TIlE YR\uS HlOO-HlO1 A"D 1901-1902. 
1901-1902. 1900-1901. 
Kg_ lbs. Kg. lbs. 
Great Britain .. ......... . 44.47 97.8~ 44.52 97.94 
Switzerland. . ......... 27.75 61.05 2,1.29 53.44 
Denmark. . ............ 24.52 53.94 23.40 51.48 
Holland. .............. ::n.21 46.66 20.12 44.26 
Sweden and Norway ...... 20.84 46.00 17.89 39. :~G 
France. ............... 15.81 34.78 16.G4 g6.1J0 
Germany .. ............ 1a.82 gO.,10 13.88 30.53 
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Belgium. . . " '" ., . '" . 
Austria-Hungary. . ..... . 
Russia ................ . 
Portugal and l\Iadeil"a ... . 
Spain. . ............... . 
Greece ................ . 
Turkey.. . ............. . 
Italy. . ................ . 
Servia. . .............. . 
Roumunia ............. . 
Bulgaria. . ............ . 
11.44 
8.37 
T.Tr) 
GAl 
4.48 
3.G7 
:1. nn 
:3.27 
:~.13 
2.85 
2.80 
All Europe .............. 12.88 
North America. ......... 32.02 
25.17 
1S.41 
17.07 
14.10 
f).S5 
8.07 
8.05 
7.1fl 
(J.SS 
G.27 
n.1G 
28.83 
.70.44 
Mean. . . ............ 15. SG :3±. Sf) 
-International Sug .• Tournal. 
---:0:---
[Vol. 
10.73 
8.11 
G.53 
G.42 
4.55 
3.41 
3.GG 
2.S0 
3.12 
S.4G 
2.G7 
12.57 
30.29 
15.28 
THE SUGAR DmUSTRY TN QUEENSDkND. 
By J. T. Cm'l'CHELL. 
THE CO~f:lIOXWEALTrr AXD 'rIlE KANAKA. 
XXII. 
23.GO 
17.S4 
14.36 
14.12 
10.01 
7.50 
8.05 
G .1(; 
G.Sii 
7.fn 
5.87 
---
27.G5 
(36.64 
---
33.Gl 
The present moment is opportune for writing an account of 
the Queensland sugar industry, as it is now possible to form a 
rough idea of how growers are getting 'on without the assif,·t-
ance of Paeific Islanders for field work. The Kauaka bill is-
sued in October, lnOl, by Sir E. Barton, Premier of the COlll-
monwea lth of Australia, too1~ everybody outside politics by 
surprise, as it waf' taken for granted that full inquiries ,you;li 
be made before legislation was passed. The large amount of 
capital inyested in sugar growing and making in Qneenslalld 
(estimated at £ 7,000,000 to £ 10,000,000), and the important 
place the industry occupies in the agricultural and comnH.'\'-
eial fabl"ic of the State, called for C:'l1ltioll and deliberation, 
but the Federal govel"Jlment, acting at the im:.tigation of the 
labor party in Parliament, carried the Kanaka bill, notwith· 
- standing the strenuous opposition of the Premier of Que211s-
land, the Hon. Robert Philip, who voiced public opinion in 
Queensland apart from the labor yote. It is, however, neres-
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sary to add tbat a.t tbe Federal elections in Marcb, 19tH, 
Queensland sent down a largely predominating labor repr£'-
sentation, pledged inter nlin to a "vYbite .. \..us,tralia," including, 
of course, Kanaka abolition. ' 
Under tbe measur3 Soutb Sea Islanders bave to be limited 
in numbers imported up to 31st December 1903, in March 190i 
importation is to ceas'~ altogetber, and any Islanders in the 
State on 31st December, 190G, must be deported. Five years 
were tbus giYen to planters to provide substitutes, or giYI! 
up business, an uncommonly awkward fix for tbem. In some 
quarters' it is beld tbat tbis exclusive policy lllay be modifi~;d 
before the time comes for tbe l'emoYal of the Kanakas, but 
I -don't tbink there is any g'ood ground fOl' entertaining such 
hopes, the color question being a part of the bed-rock poliey 
of the powerful labour pt1l'ty ip Australia. Rightly or wrongly, 
the dominant class there has lllade up its lllind to keep out 
all black and yellow races; they say: "\Ye won't run the ri:;;.: 
of baying racial troubles such as we 1':'2e in the United 
States," but, as at the same tillle they have set their foo~ 
down (a9 firmly as they dare), upon the immigration of whites 
too, this argument lacks force. 
'fherefore, the Queensland sugar 'growers have made up 
their minds that the Kanaku. has to go. There are rathci' 
less than 10,000 of t11el':-0 Islandcl's in the State; half of thcm 
are depositors in the Government Savings Bank, £32,0011 
lying to tbeir credit. :Man;,>' are married, and their cbildr011 
bOl'n in.tbe State, being Britisb subjects, cannot be deported 
by force in UIOG, so tbe Federal Act will, in some case!!', 
separate parents from children. 
I)olynesians were first brought to Queensland in 18(l(l, and 
the recruiting and employment came under State control two 
years later. The wOl'king classes were alwa)'s' bitterly op-
posed to them, though the Kanakas ha.ve only laboured in 
the field, leaYing mill work to whites. In 188,1 a Royal 0;)11)-
mission was appointed to report on the Kanaku question, 
and, as the l'l'sult. the then Premier, 'Sir Samuel Griffitb, 
initiated legis,:uic exeluding Kanaku immigration aflei' 
18DO. The sugal' industry immcdiately showed signs of d(!-
cline, no eapital ('ould he got for iL and the people of th~ 
colony raised SUi'll an agitation that Sir Samuel Gl'if11th hail 
to reeant. The trade was again ll'galised. and was condnctc,l 
quite satisfactOl'ily till the Coml1l(iuwealth bombshell fell iII 
Queen~'land in IDOL 1t lIlay be suggested that what occui'l',~d 
after 1884 may again take place, lJ1lt thel'e is u gl'eat difIer-
ence; then the yo tel's of Queensland had to decide, now th~ 
decision rests ,,-ith a. Pal'liament drawn fl'om mainly, as to 
numbers, the large population of Sydney and Melboul'L.(~, 
which, living in tempera te climes, 1,000 and 1,500 miles aw ly 
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from the Queensland sugar growing districts, have no know-
ledge of tropical conditions. 
'rhe vessels enlisting Kanakas are licensed by the GOYerD-
ment, and a "Government Agent" is on bom'd of each school]-
er to :;ee that the 1:;:<lander gets his full rights. The laUel' 
is indentured to a planter fOl' three year:;, and is provided 
with 110use-room, food, and clothe:;, and £7 to £8 a year 
wages; they are a happy and contented people on the planta-
tions, and a lat'ge number decline to take advantage of a rc-
tUl'll passage at the cnd of their three years, which the Gov-
ernment otIers them. 'rhese become "walk about" Kana'ka"" 
and I'e-engage on their own account. The total annual cost of 
the Kanaka is from £30 to £40. 
I have dealt fully with these South Sea Islanders, as the 
fine Queensland sugar industry has been built up upon their 
WOl'k in the fields. In arguing that the white man 
is physically able to labour in the open ail', tend-
ing the sugar plant in North Quecnsland in summer 
time, and able to continue to do so from year to year, as the 
Kanaka does, the Australian politicians are advancing a con-
tention which is opposed to the logic of fact, as your readers 
intprested in sugar cultivation in other tropical parts of the 
world know full well. '''hat might with advantage have 
been done was to establish a "color line" at the tropic 
of Capricorn. As things stand, no Asiatic '01' Pacific alien is 
permitted to land in Australia; and the productive territories 
of X orthel'n Australia, which cannot be developed without 
coloUl'ed labour, must therefore lie fallow! I discm:<sed the 
bUl'lling question of the future 'of Queensland's sugar industry. 
under the new conditions, during a recent tour in that Statr, 
with lllany people. l\Ir. A. C. Cowley, M.L.A., one of thl~ 
best authOl'ities on Australian tropical agricultUl'e, said:-
"As a big thing I fear the illdm:otry will become extinct, and 
I think H is possible that the Colonial Sugar Refining Com-
pany ",ill take all its plant to Fiji. Xo doubt, on a small 
scale ealle sugar "'ill continue to be grown in Queensland by 
whites." 
'rIn) );EW SUGAR REGULA'l'IO);S. 
'l'hc dllty imposed by the Commonwealth Tariff on cane 
sugar is £ G a ton, on beet sugar £ 10. '1'here is an exch:,e 
of :3s Od pCI' cwt., and in order to give a fillip to the employ-
ment of white labonr in 'the sugar fields, the Government 
JlUYC issuC'd a set of regulations nnder which gro·wers can 
claim rebate for "white-grown cane." that is, cane planted, 
culti,-ated. and harvested. by white laboul'. As the new con-
ditions haYe f'O l'eeently been in force, no snperyision was ex-
ereis('d oY('r the planting of last season's crop, the regula-
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tions were only applied to the sugar fields at March 1st, 19')2. 
The rebate is intended to be £2 pel' tall of sugar, and the 
allowance is fixed according to the di~.trict and its special 
average sugar-giving contents of cane, viz. :-Southern dis-
trict, 10 pel' cent., 48 Od; Central dish'iet, 10.8:3 pel' cent., 48 
4d; Northern dish-ict, 12.5 pel' cent., 5s Od. The weight of the 
cane 1S checked at the mill on delivery, and a rebate note is 
issued, which on being confirmed by the Customs Officer in 
the district, is cashed within three days. It ,vas necessarJ 
that sugar-growers should register by Febl'UalT 28th, la",( 
year, as to whether they intended to employ white labour and 
claim the bonus under the Regulations. '1'his has been done 
by planters all over the sugar lands of Queensland, aE' to part 
of their estates, so the experiment has been tried, and we 
on this side are anxiously waiting full particulars. CruElhing 
in Queensland begins in July, and harvesting operations an~ 
carried on from July to November, comparatively cool 
months. This year's experience will be a better guide aE:j te 
the future than that of the seas()n just over, inasmuch as all 
rebate sugar will have to be both grown and harvested by 
white labour. 
The Sugar Journal, published at Mackay, Queensland, 
states in its latest issues to hand, that about one-third of' 
the cane grown in itE' district last year was cut by white men, 
and the same journal says that it is not Hkely that the pro-
portion in 1903 will work out more favourably for the theory 
of those who say that white men can do black men's work. 
But taking the sugar producing areas of th~ State as a whole, 
nothing like one-third of the cane of 1902 was cut by whites; 
()ne-Eleventh may be nearer the mark as an estimate. T(IIkiTlg 
growers in Queensland as 2,500, we find that about onf--
third (855) claimed rebate, though such claim did not en-
force employment of white men. Judging by the rather in-
complete particulars available, white men on contract work-
they generally work in gangs-cut about two tons per day 
pc-r man. at 3s Od per ton. 
Rut after all. the main contention of planters is that the 
difficulty to be feared is not so much tllat white men cannot 
do this W01'1;:, as that it will be impossible to get sufficient 
numbers of them; if they are going to fully replace Ka-
nalms thc-v will have to come forward to the number of 
8,000 to 10.000, and nothing like such figures have been 
chroniC'led in H)O~. FOI' many yem's white labour has been 
employed in a desultory way on the Queensland sugar estates 
at hal'Ycst time. and the obje(~tion to it 011 the part of the 
owners has been both on account of unreliability and want 
effectiveness. In the most southern of the districts. Bunda-
berg, about latitude 25, thel'e is n greater volume of white 
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labourers available, the out-come of pl'oximity to the capital, 
Brisbane, and the coolness of the climate. In the North, 
Chinese, Hindoor;:., and Malays supplement the Islander;;, 
though these aliens will l'apidly fail, as their numbers can-
not be recruited under the exclusion policy of the Fedel'H 1 
Governmen t. 
It is likely enough that the bonus referred to above will be 
demanded by the contract cutters, and mill hands, in ill-
creased wages. 
CE~'l'RAL ::IIILLS_ 
The sugar planter of former days, who grew his cane anJ 
crushed it himself, owning both estates and mills, was prett:-
well ruined by the state of things induced by Sir Samuel 
Griffith's Act aforesaid, and bJ the low market pricer;:. fo~' 
sugar following the development of the bounty-fed articie; 
he could not stand against attack from both within and wWi· 
out~ and planters were mostly overwhelmed by these tell-
dencies. The Government which had decreed the abolition of 
reliable labour saw with dismay the impending extinction of 
the industry, and realized that it had to come to it:;;. assist-
ance in some form or other. So the system of central fac-
tories was establislwd, and mills were erected by State-found 
money; the Sugar 'Yorks Guarantee Act of 1893 was passed, 
under which the GoYel'llment advanced funds to companies 
of farmers to erect mills and machinel'Y. The process was for 
the company to issue debenturer;:· which were guaranteed by 
the Government, which itself cashed them at 5 per cent in-
terest, holding these securities for placing on the market, if 
desirable_ Repayment had to be made in 15 years. Thirteen 
companies have been registered under thir;:. Act, and the 
figures to 30th June, 1902, may be tabulated:-
£-
Total advances to 13 central mills ...... 514,600 
Interest and redemption paid.......... 90,855 
Do. do. unpaid. . . . . . . . .. 70,090 
Only three of these establishments haTe a clean sheet as 
regards payment of interest and redemption; so it will be 
seen that the central mill in Queensland has not proved finall-
cially successful, though it has fostered the industry. Two 
mills, North Eton and Racecourse, at Mackay, were formea 
by direct Goyernment grant, before the Act ~'eferred to w~'" 
par;:.sed, in order to test the problem of growing cane with 
white labour. 
For the S(>aSOIl 1flOl-2 the following returns were issued, 
comprising the operations of the 1B mills ill question :-Canc 
cl'llshpu, 301,881 tons; average cost of (':1ne, 14~ •. G 3-4d_; sugar 
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manufactured reduced to 88 pel' cent KT., 33,112 tons; aver-
age cane to sug'ar, !:I.e tons; average cost manufacture at 
mill, plus cane purchase, plus f.o.b. expenses (MOE)Sman anl~ 
l\lulgruve Mills), per ton cane, £ lOs. Gd., per ton sugar, £ 8 
19s. Gd. 
'rhe number of growers contributing to these 13 mills were 
81ft The balance ~)llCet shows that all the mills-save one-
show a profit as the result of work, varying from £3 3s. 2d. 
pel' ton ofsugur (Isis Mill) to 1s. 7d. (Prosperpine Mill), . 
'l'he central mill system is now all but entirely accepted; 
the landis mortgaged to mills, and the mills to the Goverll-
ment. Farmers cut in July to deliver about 10 tons of cane 
pel' day to December. 
Apmt from these central milI~) under -State subsidy, the sys-
tem of separating the growing of sugar from the milling, and 
the establishment of privately owned central mills, has now 
been in existence for some time, and is the prevailing method 
nnder which the bulk of sugar is now produced. in Queens-
land. ~lany of the large plantations have been cut up and 
sold in lots to sma.ll farmers, who covenant to supply cane 
at a price fixed according to density. The great corporation 
which virtually ma.nages the sugar tI'ade in Australia, the 
Colonial Sugar Refining Company, generally termed, in short, 
the C.S.R. Co., leases much of its sugar lands to growers who 
supply the mIlls WIth cane. 'T'he passilIbr-uf sngrrr planting-
into the hands of peasant proprietors, a system which gradu-
all~' came about und(>r the central mills, was hailed as a 
great boon, and· in a democratic community like Queensland 
the change undoubtedly was beneficial. 'Still, it must be re-
m(>mbered that the plan upon which the mills were founded 
was that cane for them should be grown entirely by whites, 
a theory whieh could not bear the brunt of practice; in every 
direetion it was departed from. Miss Shaw, the special cor-
respondent of the Times, who went to Queensland in 1802, 
sent home some letters to her paper describing tl1e passing 
of sugar planting from the old order to the new. She was 
very enthusiastic oyer the change, and spoke of "small grow-
PI'S and large mill-owners as the basis of future success." 
The ('Ol'l'pspondent unearthed a selector on the Herbert River 
who had eleared 100 acres and had 70 under cane; he was mak-
ing a net profit of £:100 a year-the ditference between incoItlp. 
£800 and working expenses £500-the ayerage price for can .. ~ 
at that time was lOs. a ton, standing in the field, and price for 
cuttin~ and delivering 2s. Gd. A year or two later there weI'~ 
about 1,400 sugar holdings in the colony, comprising 70,00n . 
acres, ranging from 2 to 110 acres-I refer to the 'small hold-
ingt:! under the Goyernmellt central mill system. At the 
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time :Miss Shaw wrote there ,vere from 400 to 500 farmers 
engaged in groWing cane. 
'1'his method of working the industry on a democratic basis 
was a development of enormous importance, and bad the 
movement been coupled with the realization of the conten-
tion of the working class leaderS' that white labour was COlIi-
petent for all the field work, the business of making sugar 
in Queensland would not be in such a parlous state as it is 
now. 
'.I'llE )IILL ~IAXAGER AS HAHYESTER. 
But another method of arI'anging the handling of cane 
seems imminent, according to the infOl'mation I received dur· 
ing my vis.it to the State. Miss Shaw saw democracy supplant-
ing planters. Since her visit the output of sugar has been 
doubled, though no more coloured labour has been employed 
than in the daYf! ·of the planters, a creditable result for cen-
tral mills and their collateral system of cultivation. Now, 
however, instead of there being about 500 farmers, there aI"l~ 
over 2,500, and keen competition has Conse(IUently been in-
troduced, with the consequent necessity of working the cul-
tivating department of the industry on a strictly soCientifie 
basis. 
It is being found that it is diflicult, if not imposE.ible, to 
get farmers to attend to the all-the-year-I'ound work of culti-
vation tlwroughly, and therefore another change is eoming Ol-Cl' 
the scene. Money and bl'ains are taking hold of the wod;:; 
the methods in yogue for the last 10 yem's of growing :Illd 
halTesting cane by farmel's pos.sessing limited organising' 
power, brains, and capital, cannot go on, if sugar is to bf' 
produeed at a profit. The growers do not cultivate their canl; 
all the year I' 0 lllld , as they should, and the flltlll'C of tIle 
central mills in the State depends upon good cultivation and 
smart hal'Yesting. The pre:':.ent state of the farmers growing-
sugar in Queensland is that they just make a IiYing, being 
but the feeders of the C.S.R. Co., who wiII keep them goin!; 
as long as they can grow cane cheaper than the company it-
self. 'l'he thief fault of the Queensland farmers iE' that the\' 
work their land to dcath. The idea of the old fashioned lllal11;-
facturer in Queensland and big owncr of estates ,vas to rid 
lrimselfof trouble in looking after masses of labour, and to 
IiJtimulate white labour by making the subsidiary eo-operative 
farmers a sort of works overseer. It is now found that when 
crushing comes, each farmer, bound b;y (~ontraet to supply a 
cetain quantity of cane to a mill pel' day, employs all his 
labour on his own fields in harvesting, neglecting to look afh'J' 
cultivation. The new system now coming about is the organ-
ization of labour for harvesting by the mill manager, \\'lw 
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says to the farmer, "we will take otI your cr,op at 2s. 3d. or 
2s. Gd. a ton." 'fhis way 'of doing busines's is rapidly extend-
ing, and it possesses the advantage of allowing the farmer 
to devote himself to his farm eonstantly. 
BOU",,'l'Y on ",,0 BOUNTY. 
An 'interesting and apropos question at the present time is 
this:-Does the assis,tance rendered to the sugal' industry in 
Queensland by the Government, under the Act described, con-
stitute a bounty on sugar pl'oduction? Questions IUH'e been 
asked in the House of Commons', and the l\1inistl'y does not 
seem to be very clear on the point. 'fhe condition, as your 
readers know, is that if any British Colon;), grants bountier-; 
on sugal' cultivation or manufactUl'e, Great Britain 
would lmve to penalise any imports of sugar that lllay come 
from that Colon~·. The fact that there is not the least likeli-
hood of Qupc"nsland expOl'ting sugat· here at pres'9nt does not 
affect the al'gument. 
In considering the matter, I cannot do better tlmn quot~ 
the statement made on the subject b;)' Sir Horace 'foz:cr, .\.gent-
General in London for Queensland, when lectul'ing at th~ 
Royal Colonial Im:litute on January 17th, 1899. 
"It is contended in some quarters that the ass,istance given 
"by the State in this indush'y is equivalent to a bounty. The 
"facts will show that this is untenable. The cost of the int,·o-
"duction and regulation of Pacific Island laboul' is bOl'lle by 
"a special fund proYided by the planters. It is true that the 
"State has, in aecordance with its general policy of advances 
"to local bodies, provided the funds for the purchase and eree-
"tion of twelve central out of the sixty-five millE' at work in 
"the colony, and to the extent of half a. million sterling; but 
"the <epaymellt of principal and interest is secured', not only 
"by a 1ll000tgage over the mill, but oyel' the freeholds of the 
"many co-operatOl'~' who own and supply the mill with can('_ 
"Undel' this credit mobiliser system, all moneys advanced are 
"repaid to the State as to a pl'ivate mortgage." 
T!lis Yoieefl the opinion held generally b~' men who have 
thought out the point; they COllle to the cOllelusioll that th~ 
relations between Ole State and sugar producer is that of 
lender and borrower-just a commercial position. The Stat·~ 
ean foreelose if it chooses, in case of unpaid interest; in fact. 
thiEI has been done in one instance, where the Government put 
in a manager, much to the benefit of the mill owners for he 
made it pay. 
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DR. ~IAXVi'ELL. 
In considering the pl'esent conditions on which sugar p:'o-
duction stands in Queensland, leaving statistics and descrlp-
tiom) of districts till later, I must devote a litte space to the 
advent in the colony of Dr. 'Valter Maxwell, who came from 
Hawaii, where he was Dil'ector and Chief Chemist of the Ex-
periment Stations of the Hawaii Sugar Planters' Association, 
It was felt in Queensland that the sel'Yices of a modern sugar 
expert, well Yel'sed in Edentific knowledge and possessing ex:· 
perience of sugar growing in other countries, wel'e required. 
Dr. :Maxwell was invited by the Goyenment to investig<lte 
the condition of the sugar' industry, which WOI'1\: he under-
took at the end of 1899. His report deals fully with the 
more technical and scientific aspects of the Elubject, state of 
soils, climates, etc., and he recommended the establishment 
of Experiment Stations in the sugar growing districts. Dp. 
Maxwell waE' appointed Director of Experimental Stations, 
under special Act of Pal'Uament, in HlOO, at a salary of £3,-
000 a year, his engagement being for five years. His work in 
the colony has been directed towards the systematising and 
organisation of the indushy on a Edentific basis; he analyS€s 
soils, recommends manures, and generally gives technical ad-
vice to growel's. (Dr. Maxwell is fond of quick-acting manure 
which the cane plant can seize upon.) His special line has 
been irrigation, which ii') coming to be accepted in Queensland 
as the propel' means to ensure successful sugar growing. Dr. 
Maxwell did good work in Honolulu, and it is expected that 
under his guidance cultivation in Queensland may assume a 
model'll and Elcien tific aspect. The Regulations given a have 
owe their form to the advice tendered by him to the Common-
wealth GOYel'l1111ent. A special levy of one penny per ton of 
cane (1-2d. pa.id by grower, 1-2 d. ·by mill) is made upon th'~ 
growe1'S and mill owners towards the cost of Dr. :Maxwell's d('-
partment. In 1901, £4,923, representing one penny pel' tau 
on 1,181,522 tons crushed, was received, and supplemented, 
£ for £, by the State Go\'ernment, towardE' the Bureau Of 
Experiment' Stations' expenditure, 1\'11ich only amounted to 
£(;,722. 
EARLY DAYS AXD rROGRESS. 
?-'he fi1:St cane produced in Queensland was gro,,'u by Cap-
tam LOlliS Hope, on the Logan river, about 1860, and the first 
fmgal' manufactured was a parcel of 7 pounds, made as an f'X 
pel'iment, coram populi, in the Brisbane Botanic Gardens, in 
18(j3 or 18(H, by Mr. Buhot. People then said it was imI)Ossi-
hIe to produce granulated sugar, owing to the climate, and 
1Ifr. Buhot, holding the contrary, rigged np a rough plant, and 
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gave a show. After that the fal'mel's on the little rivers south 
of Bl'isbane cultivated :;mgar on a small scale, and Mr. Porter 
constl'ucted a. floating sugar mill, called the "\Yalrus," which 
moved from fal'm to fal'm. Bl'isbane, however, is too far south 
for sugar to be gl'own commercially, ~nd the start of the ilL-
dustry on business lines took place at Mackay, a coast towu, 
in latitude 21 south; 1\11'. John Spiller, now living in England, 
piau ted the first cane in the l\Iackay district in 18G4. The Al-
exandra mill was el'ected in 18G8, and 230 tons of sugar and 
148 hogsheads of rum wel'e produced. In the seventies the in· 
dustry waxed, and by 187D quite 10,000 tons of sugar were pro-
duced by the Mackay mills. 
By 1879 sugar growing had spread considel'ably, and culC-
yation was distributed amongE.t (l'oughly) three districts: Bun-
daberg, latitude 25 south; ::Uackay neighborhood; and the 
rainy belt, from the Hel'bert river, la.titude 1D soutll, to Port 
Douglas, 16 south. These points are the centres of the in-
dustry. 
As to the progress of the E,ugar growing, I may tabulate the 
following figures: 
Acres Sugar manu-
of cane factured. 'Molasses. Spirits. 
Year. Mills. crushed. Tons. Gallons. Gallon~. 
1871. ... 55 3,078 3,7u2 21\),G94 112,97!) 
1881. ... 83 12,306 15,564 G02,D60 201,111 
1891. ... G8 3u,821 51,21!) . ...... 1D2,051 
1D01-2 .. 52 78,lGO 120,858 3,67D,D52 171,6% 
The best yield that has been chronicled was in 18D8, whell 
163,734 tons of sugar were IJl'oduced, 4,000,000 gallons of mo-
lasses, and 131,000 gallons of E.pirit. 
,A good rough division of the colony into sugar districts is as 
follows: South of latitude 24 (lDOO, acres under cane, 44,396, 
tons mIgar produced, 23,298); between latitude 20 and 24 (1900, 
aCl'es under ca,ne, 29,032, tons sugar produced, 20,(71); and 
north of latitude 20 (1900, aCl'es under cane, 35,107, tons sugar 
IH'oduced, 48,585). Following are 1901 statistics for the whole 
State: 
Crushed. 
Acres. 
78,160 
A yerage yield of 
sugar pCI' acre. Tons of cane 
Tons. per acre. 
1.55 15.10 
VISITS TO DISTnICTS. 
Cane to E'ugar. 
Tons. 
D.7G 
I spent some days last May in Mackay, and Mr. T. D. Chat:~­
way, editor of the SU!1ar Journal, 'kindly showed me round, 
and gave me much useful information. All Queensland wat? 
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then suffering from a fearful drought, even the rainy belt not 
getting its usual quantity of precipitation. Mackay had had 
22 inches in the monsoonal months, instead of the usual 40 
inches and in consequence the gz'owing cane had suffered can· 
, t d . + s,iderably-a crop of 18,000 tons of sugar was expec e ag:un~~ 
the average of 26,000; "Mackay has gone to 33,000 tons. The 
ratoons were very backward, owing to lack of rain at end of 
HIOl. Mackay notes include the following: Average propor~ 
tion of cane to sugar, 8 3-4 tons. The grub pest, virulent in 
past years, had been got under by a sort of "beetle bee;" fmm-
lies turned out and joined forces with the Kanakas in attack, 
and 12 tonsl of beetles were caught and boiled. One season 30 
tons of beetles were destroyed. A parasitic wasp also plays 
havoc with this grub, in the body of which it lays its egg'3. 
Another moth borer gives some trouble; the remedy is to cut 
out affected parts and burn. 'fhe worst of all bOl-ers is that 
which hails from New Gui.nea; it came some years ago with 
specimens of wild cane, which has all been dug out and 
burned. All pests are now well in hand. Bourbon cane, being 
liable to rust, is not used. I visited several of the mills, nota-
bly Habana, the proprietor of whieh, Mr. E. 1\1. Long, is OTle 
of the most experienced and up-to-date sugar men in Queens-
land. Mr. Long was the first man in Queensland to adopt the 
s,Ys telll of increasing farmers' Ul'eas and decreasing estate 
crops. Cane, excepting ratoons, was looking well everywhere. 
Coffee is being grown in the dis,trict. A good deal of contro-
versy exists as to the policy with regard to the Lantana p~nt, 
which has covered the whole neighborhood, and threatens to 
become a serious pest ; it is a good fertilizer, and makes Sph"li-
did hedgeS', but requires to be kept well in hand. 
About 1875, during a particularly adverse season, a bad at-
tack of rust ruined the crop, and caused the industry in 
Mackay to receive a decided check, and its backers thought 
that the climate of the colony was unsuited to growing cane. 
At that time the Bourbon variety was almost entirely grown 
in Queensland. Cultivation, no doubt, at that date was very 
imperfect. Mr. R. W. McCulloch, in the Queensland Official 
Yea?' Book, states that the cane varieties, "Rappoe" and "Rose 
Bamboo," small quantities of whirh were grown in the f>aJ'l v 
days, successfully resis,ted the disease which decimated the 
"Bourbon" rane. Mackay continued. to be tIle headquarters 
of the industry, and fortunes were made there during the "'ood 
prires which prevailed along in the seventies. As su"'ar "'~ow-
• b ,.., 
mg f"pread, the northern lands were brought under rane' th(.tH~ 
dish-ids, huving a rainfall of from sixty to two hundred inches 
a . .rear, :t'nd possessing the true tI'opical moist heat, seem to be 
the ideal home of the cane in Queensland. However, a little 
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sugar growing takes place rigl1t down to the New South 
Walesl border. 
I was at Gel'aldtown, on the Johnstone river, for a few days, 
the region of perpetual rain. Sugar and -bananas are the pro-
duce of the -dish-ict. Of the latter no less than 1,320,620 
bunches were exported from the port in 1901, cased and loose; 
taking an average, I ma,ke it that this means no leSEI than 
236,764,000 single "fingers" sent away that year. The fruit is 
mostly grown by Chinamen; who make a good living after pay-
ing £ 1 per acre pel' annum for uncleared scrub lands_ A 
tramway runs from the portto Goondi plantation, and is can· 
tinued . farther to open up the fruit growing' district. ThiEl 
municipal tramway system is seen in connection with several 
of the sugar growing neighborhoods of Queensland; t he local 
authority raises the money by loan, and builds and managed 
the line!:', which are very useful institutions, and which mostly 
pay well. 
The Pioneer plantation on the delta of the Burdekin river is 
notable as the first and only sample of a system of cane grow-
ing oy irrigation; since my visit to the colony, however, irriga-
tion has been applied to the Bundaburg district, as indicated 
above. The plantation belongs to MesE'rs. Drysdale Brothers; 
Mr_ Douglas Brown is the manager, and 1\11'. John Dl'ysdale 
was in residence during my visit. About 450 bands in all are 
employed; 200 Kanakas, 90 Japanese, 30 Chinese, and 120 
whites, and there are s.ubsidiary cane growers_ In" 1901-02 
there were 1,100 acres under ('ane, and 34,000.tons were taken 
off-an average of 31 tons to the acre; the highest yield :was 
70 tons. The estate is well developed, with a tramway run-
ning through it (a little locomotive made by the Hunslet Com-
pany called the "Pioneer" has done splendid service), a 60-tOIl 
mill, a s.plendid residence for the manager, hospital. gOI)(t 
houses for the colored laborers, and 15 pumping plants .. Thel"~ 
were 3,000 tons of firewood stored at the mill when I paid my 
visit; this wood is collected in the off season, when the un-
opened bush is clem'ed for cane by the Jap,', who work an 
task work partly; only raw sugar is made, which is sold to the 
company. Messrs. Drysdale have 47 farmers round them 
growing cane for their mill; the average area of the farms i", 
300 acres, 50 of which will perhaps be under cane, the market 
price of which is about 12s. These farmers arc financed from 
the plantation, which supplies them with pumping plants and 
ploughs and teams; in good seas.ons this arrangement works 
well, and maize is grown on the space not occupied by cane. 
I noticed that on the Pioneer farms tI'ashing was not prac-
ticed, bUJ'ning (carefully supervised by thc plantation authori-
ties) tak-es place beforc cutting. 
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In the whole of this dis,trict water can be easily drawn by 
penetrating the water-bearing sand, saturated by the flow of 
the Burdekin river. The plantation water is drawn by powel'-
ful pumps from pel'llUlllent lagoons; one draws 8,000 gallo!.ls 
a minute. The water is conducted bv flumes to the cane fi.elds, 
where it is run through the plants in channels. l'he farnlPl's 
round, with their smaller requirements, use spear-point pipes 
for boring into the sandy soil, and generally strike water 
about 20 or 30 feet. 
The climate of the Bundaberg .and southel'll districts is, not 
particularly well suited for cane planting, on account of thf; 
uncertainty of rain and the occurrence of dangerous frosts. 
I,ight frosts are occasionally expel'ienced at Mackay and the 
Herbert River, but these are not of sufficient importance to be 
injurious. In the ideal sugm'-growing land of the north, with· 
in the rainy belt, there are still to be obtained plenty of U'l-
cleared scrub lands well suited to cane cultiyation. 'fhese 
lands have rich alluvial and volcanic soils, and are valued 
(ten miles from mills) up to £ 7 an acre. 
Going southwards from Port Douglaf.,-the farthest north-
I give a record of the chief mills in the various sugar districrs. 
At the Mossman river (Port Douglas) there is one central mill, 
the largest and one of the mos,t successful in the State, which 
crushed in 1901, 56,000 tons of cane, and which put up a rp.c-
ord in November, 1902, by producing a ton of sugar from (j.2 
tons of cane. At Cairns there are two mills, the l\Iulgran' 
Central, which handled 51,000 tons of cane in 1901, and HaUL' 
bledon, belonging to the C. S. R. Company. On the Johnstone 
river, still south, there is a lm'ge mill belonging to the COlU-
pany at Goondi, and one at l\Iourilyan, the property of tlw 
Union Bank of Alwtralia. On the Herbert riYer, the southerll 
border of the rainy belt, the company have two mills, at Vic-
toria and at Mac-nade; Messrs. 'Wood Brothers and Boyd own 
the Ripple Creek mill. Going south again, we come to the 
Burdekin delta, where is the Pioneer estate of :Messrs. Drys-
dale Brotherf' &, Co., and two mills belonging to the Austrf,-
Han Estates Company, Seaforth and Kalamia-these two are 
managed by Messrs. Drysdale. 
Approaehing the impoltant district of l\IaC'lm~', there is the 
Prosperpine mill on the riyer of that name, a central mill es-
tablishment. At Mackay there arc five central mills, Race-
course, North Eton, Marian, Pleysto'we, and Plane Creek, and 
one mill, the property of the company, Homebush; the Palms 
(Australian Estates Company), Habana (Long and Robert-
son), l\Ipadowlands (\Y. H. Hyne's Executors), Palmyra (fl. 
Macready), and Farleigh (till latel.v the propert.v of the lilte 
Sir J Ohll Lawe,: Executors; this estate, mill and 7,000 acres 
cost from £70,000 to £80,000, and has been quite recently 
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sold). Leaving Mackay, we next get to Bundaberg, where 
there is a refinery at Millaquin, owned by the Queensland Na-
tional Bank, and managed by Mr. Eastick. This mill and 1'10'-
finel'yhandles in all from 10,000 to 15,000 tons of sugar an-
nually, and the refined sugar is s·old in the open market. 
Fairymead belongs to the l\Iessrs. A. H. and E. Young, and 
Bingera to ·1\1essrs. Gibson and Howes. This firm have re-
cently f.pent £30,000 in il'rigation plant, and have irrigated 
1,000 acres of cane, which ,vere expected to yield 35 tons last 
(1!l02) season. There are 12 other mills at Bundaberg, and six 
juice mills. South again to the districts called the Isis s·crub; 
here there is the Isis central mill, which handled ~30,000 tons 
of cane in 1D01, the Childer's factory, belonging to the COUl-
pany, and a small central mill in private hands. There ar~ 
central and priyately owned mill~. at Gin Gin, Moreton, Mouut 
Bauple, Nerang river, etc., but those specified above are the 
principal, and give an idea of the distribution of the mil~s ill 
Queensland. 
The company takes the whole output of Queensland cane, 
except that produced at Mil1aquin refinery, and Bingera, 
Fairymead and Ripple Creek mills. 
Out of the 108,535 acres under cane in iDOl, Mackay claime!l 
240,000, the rainy belt 33,000, and Bundaberg and dish'iet 42,-
000. In that year 78,lGO acres of cane were crushed, yieldill~ 
121,00.0 ton~ of sugar; there were 32,000 acres of stand-oyer or 
unproductive cane. The weight of cane was 1,180,000 ton~ .. 
CO~CLUSIOX. 
The Colonial Sugar Refining Company, referred to in this 
article as "the company," finances the central mills in bad sea-
sons, and handles practically the whole cane crop in Queens-
land, alld, under' the new sy~tem, will probably become the 
Sugar Trust of Australia-a beneficent rule. They fix the 
pri(:e at which they oU.Y from growers and makers l;y takiug 
the market prices for r'efined sugar at the following places: 
Auckland (Xew Zealand), Adelaide, Meloou1'lle, Sydne:r and 
Brisbane-£8, say for SS per cent. If a rise occurs during tli<:' 
geason at these points, the farmer get::; the proportion- (ac-
cording to time of the rise), to the extl'nt of lSI'. in the pound. 
In the 1!l01-2 season. fnt'lllers got :Hls. hOIlus. The proportioTls 
(of volume handled) figured out belonging to the cities named 
.being I'rspeciiYCly 1G pel' cenL. 11, 3~, :13 and 7. 
It will be seen that at present the ~m~ar industry in Queen!';-
land is an llu('rrtain and complex condition. The grower of 
cane is protected by the Commonwealth goY('rnll1ent against 
oyer-sra ('ompetitors sendin~ beet sugar to the exten t of £ 10 
11l'r ton. TIe receiYes a bOIlus if he can get his CI'OP cnltiyated 
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by white labor from the ~):lme source, and the company buys 
his product at a fail' market rate, and dh;ides any rise which, 
thereafter may take place. The company are distributing dur-
ing 1902-3 a special bonus, equal to 21s. 5 1-4d. per ton of 
sugar, towards carrying out the Commonwealth's intention_ 
of letting growers reap advantage from the difference betwe.~iI 
fiscal and CUE<toms' duties (excise £3 and duty £6). The 
company are presumably retaining the large proportio.n of tlle 
difference to meet the fall in the price .of sugar which has 
taken place. 
,\Ve have yet to learn if exclusion of colored labor is to be 
quite effecttial; there are lots of Chinese and coolies in the 
northern territory, and unless government patrols are e~'tab­
lished along the rivers of northern Australia, there will be no 
means of keeping the Macassar boats from landing men, who 
can easily wOl;k into Queensland. If effectual, it may be taken 
for granted that ~,ugar growing on a large scale will be se· 
verely injured in the north of the State of Queensland; in tlw 
south white labor-if availa,ble-may do. 
Experience so far shows that an import duty of £ 10 a ton 
is not sufficient to check beet import into Australia, which 
will this year be an importer. 
The terrible dl'ought of 1902 was expected to cause a loss 
to Queensland sugar growers of about £ 10,000; in such a sea-
son the ideal position of growers is the rainy belt. Nothing 
but a good ~'ystem of irrigation can insure safety to planters in 
the dry districts. . 
The future of the industry in Queensland is limited only by 
the consumption in Australasia, which may be put at 200,000 
tons. There is, therefore, any amount of room for expansion, 
supposing the labor que~,tion settles itself; in the future, if the 
industry develops, Queensland growers may make a profit of, 
say £2 lOs. a ton O'n 200,000 tons consumed in the Commoll-
wealth and New Zealand, and will then be in a position to 
export, say 50,000 tons Sourplus, on which they may be content 
with lOs. profit. 
The January issue of the Stt,qar Journal gives the followinf!' 
figures to show the output of sugar in Queensland for the last 
three yeiU's. The figures for the ~'eason just ended are only 
approximate: 
Year ending Year ending 
June 30,1901. June 30, H102. 
Tons. Tons. 
Brili',bane.. .... .... 2,869 2,962 
Bundaberg .and Gin Gin \ 90499 36,205 
l\1aryborough and Isis.. I"'" 
Rockhampton.. .... .... 477 690 
Ap. Output 
:01' sea SO!} 
just end,!d.-
Tons. 
1,000 
17,500 
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Mackay.. .... .... .... 20,H)4 
Bowen.. .... .... ..... 1,613 
Burdekin ............ -.. 7,447 
Herbert. . . . . . . .. ..... I 21,230 
Johnstone. .. .... .... I 
Cairns and Port Douglas. 18,2[15 
92,55-1 
24,093 
1,610 
10,724 
28,6[12 
18,882 
120,858 
16,750 
2,000 
5,500 
23,500 
18,500 
83,750 
The decrease for last season was about 37,000 tons of sugar, 
or a loss of -about £400,000. The record output of sugar for 
the past ten years was realized in 1898, when the yield was 
163,734 tons of sugar. 
There is much heated discussion in the Australian States 
just now concerning the not unimportant question as to who 
is to pay the rebate on white· grown sugar explained above. 
Is it to be a charge -against the Commonwealth as a whole, or 
is it to c'ome 'out of the excise duty collected? The Common· 
wealth Premier is believed to favor the payment of the rebate 
by Australia on a pel' capita basis, whilst other ministers think 
that the two 'States concerned in the production of sugar, 
Queensland ;llld New South 'Vales, should liquidate the 
amount. The fairest view of the matter, I think, is that the 
Commonwealth should defray the charge; having ins·isted upon 
a "'White Australia," it should pay the piper. In New South 
Wales, where about 98 per cent. of cane growers have availed 
themselves of the rebate system, the question as to whetheT' 
the burden of payment is to be borne by the State, or AuI'; 
tralia as a whole, is a very important one indeed.-Interna· 
tional S1('gar Journal. 
---:0:---
COST OF CANE CULTIYA_TION IN JAMAICA .. 
In a recent issue of the Bulletin of the Botanical Depart· 
ment of Jamaica, a carefully prepared statement is made cf 
the eost of cultivation of an estate in Vere, Jamaica, of 400 
acres of cane land, divided into three crops, viz., plants, first 
rattoons and second rattons. The calculations are made by 
Messrs. J. \V. 'Mitchell and Muirhead. The figures given are 
in shillings and pence, and by converting the el~ments of cost 
into American money by estimating the shillings at 24 cents 
and the pence at 2 cents each, an excellent .idea of the cost 
of Jamaican cane culture can be had. The comments are 
made by the editor of the Bulletin. 
1 
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The elements of cost begin as follows: 
Plants, 100 Acres. 
Per Acre. 
Preparing land for plough ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2s (id 
Close ploughing. . . . . . .. ........ .................. 6s Od 
Single mould· ploughing ........................... 5s 01] 
Double mould ploughing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3s Od 
Digging row ends ................................. 2E' Od 
Planting and procuring tops ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. !)s Od 
Oovering land in plants ............................ 2s 6d 
Five cleanings, 4s each ............................. 20s Uti 
Banking up canes with plough ............... '.' ..... 4s Od 
Booting .. ....................................... 5s Od 
Removing dead leaves, trashing ..................... 58 Od 
G4s Od 
j' Ratoons. 
Turning, reversing and spreading trash .............. 4s 01 
Rougb moulding ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2s Od 
Spreading trash and cleaning canes ................. 3s Od 
Booting canes ...................................... 5s 0'1 
Thrashing canes ................................... 5s OJ 
l!)s Od 
100 acres plants ................................... £ 3:W 
200 acres ratoons ................................... 1!)0 
£ £)10 
Cane cultivation ............... __ . _ . _ ....... _ ..... £ 510 
"Manuring canes, plants 5" cwt., ratoons 2?£ cwt., 50 
tons at £ 10 . _ . _ ....... _ ... _ ........ _ . . . . . . . . . . . 500 
Foddering penE>-growing cow peas .............. _ . . 100 
Fences and pastures ................. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . GO 
"The Hem of £ 500 for manuring canes is not, in my opinion, 
justified. That it io' not a prevalent agricultural practice j~ 
proved b~' the fact that H rPln-esents one-fourth of the total 
yalue of fertilizers imported into Jamaica. That it is un-
necessary. is bronght home to my convietion by recent analy-
ses of Vere soil~-. showing an extraOl-dinary standard of 
fertility. At present crops are solely limHed by the water-
supply. If fertili7:ers were used, the yield pel' acre should 
be increased to E'llCh an extent as still further to reduce the 
cost of eane per ton. Eliminating this factor, the cost of 
cane comE'S ont at 5s 2d per ton instead of Gs Sd, a figure in 
aeeord ·with other data gh-en this district whieh have been 
submitted to me.· H. H. OOUSINs. 
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Cattle men ........................................ 25 
Annual depl'eciation of live stock ................... ~o 
Annual depreciation of dead stock .................. 50 
Immigration (coolies) .............................. 120 
Salaries ................... ...................... 400 
Headmen, watchmen... . . . .. ....... ............... 75 
Taxes.... ........ ....... ........ .......... ...... ~O 
Interest on working capital .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 
Premium on silver, 1 per cent. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . 20 
£2,070 
If the canes are to be cut and carried to tlle factory 
depot-
Cane cutting, 8s per acre .................... £ 120 
Cartjng to depot, 11s. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
£1::1:3 
£2,21)5 
The cost per acre is thns, £7 7s. 
The return may be estimated--
Plants. . ..................... 28 tons per acre. 
1st 1'a toons. . .................. 20 tons per acre. 
2nd ratoons. . ............ '.' ... 18 tons per acre. 
Cost per ton (;f canes, G 6-8 nem·ly. 
66 or 22 tons average 
per acre. 
No allowanc0 has heen made for casualties, such as unusual 
dry weather reo.ucing crops, heavy winds causing the canes 
to fall down and I'ot, heavy rain coming when the canes are 
wl'll grown and approaching ripeness; p('rhaps 1s per ton 
might be added for insurance against these evils-making the 
total 78 Sel pel' ton. 'Vith regard to cost of cattle and cattle-
men-the ratth' arc supposed to be used for cultivation only, 
ano. not for manllfadul'e. otherwise the charge would be about 
doubled. Out of the 1100 acres 100 are snpposed to be occu-
pied in preparillg the land for plonghing, etc.-the plants to 
be put in as what me tailed "fall plants." ,\Vith spring plant 
you can gah a cntting bnt m'e unable to cultivate the land 
properly, also the spring plant is much less certain and often 
requires constant supplying. ,\Ye have not ineluded irriga-
tion expenses, as they would be about covered by the 1s a tun 
allowed for caE,uaIties, the chief casualty in Vcre being dry 
weather. 
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Cost of cane cultivation on a ratooning estate in Northern 
St. James, baving 200 acres in cane-average rainfall, 
40 inches, according to Mr. J. Shore. 
Cultivation of Canefield-
Per Acre. 
Cleaning canes twice ................................ 4s Od 
Trashing once. . ................................... 5s Od 
Supplying with dung..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (is Od 
Making and applying manure ....................... 20s Od 
:15s Od 
Gem'ral Expenses-
Headman and watchmen............................ 5s Od 
Pasture eleaning and fences. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8s Od 
Attending stoc~ ..... '" .................. : ....... , 4s Od 
Tradesmen, repairs, etc............................. 3s Od 
Estates' roads and sundries, including trenches, etc.. .. 5s Od 
Cutting and carting canes .......................... 15s 0<1 
Total for labor ................................. 75s Od 
Yearly purchase of stock ................... 15s Od 
Lumber and supplies........................ 4s Od 
Taxes and rates ............................ 4s Od 
Salaries. . ................................ 20s Od 
Sunddes, including fertilizers............... 5s Od 
48s Od 
Total cost per acre .................... . 123s Od 
The abuve statement is based on actual figures from es· 
tates' books, taking into account the fact that no manufac-
ture is done on the property on which the canes are grown, and 
that the distance to depot is reasonable. Interest on money 
is not allowed for, as that is chargeable to the proceeds. No 
immigration is needed here. Plenty of grass land is kept up 
from which nearly all the manure is made, only a small pro-
portion being done with fertilizers. One·third of the acreage 
is mam!l'ed yearly, part being "fiy-penned on the stock," part 
done by forking in manure, and part supplied with dung, or 
done with artificial manures, working stock, say 150 head, 
with perhaps a few young stock penning. 
Average return per acre, 18 tons canes; taking into account 
good and baa years. The cost per ton of cane will thus work 
out at us 10d. Including all expenses except rent. 
Of course every district has to work differently: here we 
cannot do "planting" to any extent owing to the deficient rain-
fall, bnt the manuring is kept up all along. -
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It seems that the cost of cultivation ac-cording to Mr. Mit· 
chell's figures is very reasonable; but his allowance for stock 
is far too low. '1'11at is met by the increased cost of manures, 
which- we make on the spot-good farmyard manure. 'Ye have 
plenty of labor and require no cooli~s, as cane is about the 
only dependence of the people hei·e. The cost per ton of cane 
is vel'V neal' in both cases. It may be said that mv estimate 
of salaries is too low, but it must 'be taken into account that 
the present salari('s are paid for manufacturing and shipping 
as well as for cultivation. A proportion of the salaQ' item 
will have to go to the factory account. Otherwise the details 
in my statement are actual figures as at present. 
This memo refers to one estate of 200 acres which makes 
hearly all its own manure (and of course to estates of similar 
size and position). The figures given to the Conference were 
rather higher, being 7s 3d per ton of cane instead of Gs 10d 
here. owing to the statistics being collected from five estates 
not altogethel' and of different sizes, averaging 180 acres of 
cane each, some of which allowed for more artificial manure. 
It is of course a faet that the larger area of cane land under 
one management, the ("heaper the cost of production, so that 
five estates av(>raging 200 acres each would total 1,000 acres 
instead of 900 in the Conference figures and make a difference 
in the results. 
---:0:---
COMMERCIA.L CONVENTION WITH CUBA. 
The President of the United States of America and the Pres· 
ident of the Hepublic of Cuba, animated by the desire to 
strengthen the bonds of friendship between the two countries, 
and to faeilitate their commercial intercourse by improving 
the conditions of trade between them, have resolved to enter 
into a convention for that purpose, and have appointed their 
resppetive Plenipotentiaries, to-wit:-
The Pl'csid('nt of the United States of America, the Honor-
able G-pneral Tasli::pr H. Bliss. 
The President of the Republic of Cuba, the Honorable Car-
los de Jl:aldo y Beurmann, Secretal'Y of State and Justice, and 
the HOIlor'ahle .Jo:::e M. Garcia y Montes, Secretary of the 
Treasury; who, after an exchange of their full powers found 
to be in good and due form, have, in consideration of and in 
compensation for the respective concessions and engagements 
madl' by eaell to the otlwr as hereinafter recited, agreed and 
do hereby agree upon the following Articles for the regula-
tion and government of their reciprocal tl'ade, namely:-
Article T.-Dul'ing the term of this convention, all articles 
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of merchandise being the pl'oduct of the soil or industry of the 
United States which are now imported into the Republic of 
Cuba free of duty, and all nrticles of merchandise being the 
product of the soil or industry of the Republic of Cuba which 
are now imported into the United States free of dut,y,' shall 
continue to be so admitted by the respective countries free of 
duty. 
Article II .-During the term of this convention, all articles 
of merchandise not included in the foregoing Article I and 
being the produd: of the soil or industry of the Republic of 
Cuba impol'ted into the United States shall be admitted at a 
reduction of twenty percentum of the rates of duty thereon 
as provided by the 'l.'m'iif Act of the United States approved 
July 24, 18!l7, or as may be provided by any tariff law of th& 
United States subsequently enacted. 
Article IIr.-D1ll'ing the terlll of this convention, all articles 
of merchandise not included in the foregoing Article I and not 
hereinafter enumerated, being the product of the soil or indus-
try of the United States, imported into the Republic of Cuba 
flhall 1)(' admitted at a reduction of twenty percentum of the 
rates of duty thereon as now provided or as may hereafter be 
provided in the Customs Tariff of sa;.d Repnblic of Cuba. 
Article IV.-Vnring; the term of this convention, the fol-
lowing articl(>s of uwrehandise as enumerated and described 
in the existing- Customs Tariff: of the Republic of Cuba, being 
the product of the soil or industry of the United States im-
ported into Cuba shall lw admitted at the following respective 
reductions of the rates of duty thereon as now provided or as 
may hereaftt~r be provided in the Customs Tariff: of the Repub-
lic of en ha :-
Schedule A.-To he admitted at a reduction of T'wenty-five 
(25) }Jel'centum:-
Machinery nnd apparatus of copper or its alloys or machines 
and apparatus in whieh copper or its alloys enter as tlH' COUl-
ponent of chief value, cast iron, wrought h'on and 
steel, and mallufactmes thereof; articles of crystal 
and glass~ except window glass; cotton and manufac-
tureR theJ'eof 1I0W classified under Paragraphs 114 and 
116 of the Customs 'l.'ariff of the Republic of Cuba; 
ships and water borne yessels of a1l kinds, of iroll or 
steel; whiskies and hl'andi(>s; fish, salted, pickled, smoked or 
marinnl"ed; fjsh or shell fish, pl'eserved in oil or otherwise ill 
tins; artic)('s of pottpr." or earthenware now classified under 
Paragraphs 21 and 22 of the Customs Tariff of the Republic 
of Cuba. 
Schedule n.-To be admitt(>d at a reduction of Thirty (:30) 
percclltUIl1 :--
Butter; elwmieal and pharmaceutical products and simple 
drugs; malt liquors ill bottles; lloll-alcoholic beverages; cider; 
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mineral waters; colors and dyes; window glass; complete or 
partly made up al'tides of hemp, ffax, pita, jute, henequen, 
ramie, and other vegetable fibers now classified undel' the par-
agraplu, of Gronp .2, Class V, of the Customs Tariff of the 
Republic of Cuba; musical instruments; writing and printing 
paper, except for newspapers; cotton and manufactures there-
of, except those now classified under Paragraphs 114 and 116 
of the Customs 'l'ariff of the Republic of Cuba (see Schedule 
A) and exeept knitted goods (see Schedule C); all articles of 
c>utlery; boots, shoes and slippers, now classified under Para-
graphs 1 H7 and lOS of the Customs Tat'iff of the Hepublic of 
Cuba; gold and silver plated wm'e; drawings, photographs, 
{'llgravings, lithographs, cromolithogl'aphs, oleographs, etc., 
].nllted fl'ol1l stone, zinc, alumillium, or other malYl'inl, lJHcd :1S 
labell>, J.1aps., bands and 'Vl'appel'fI fur tobacc!u or nth(~J' J1U1'-
poses and all the other papers (except paper for cigarettes, 
awl excepting map;,; aed charts), pa',teboal'rl .mil m:ullIfaCIIJl'c'8 
thel'eoL now clas\Sifit'c!. under Paragraphs Li7 ,lwllli.! illelllsive 
of the Customs Tariff of 1he Rep'1hlk o~ Cuba; el)ITI1l10n or 
OJ'dinal'Y soaps, now classified under Paragraph 105, letters 
"A" and "B," of the Customs ']'ar'iff of the Hepllblie of Cuba; 
vegetables, pickled or preserved in any maunel'; all wines, 
(>xcept those now classified under Paragraph 279 (a) of the 
Customs 'l'aritr of tlJe Republic of Culm. 
Sc11edule C.-'l'o be admitted at a redne-tiOll of Forty (40) 
percen tum :-
nIanllfactu!'2f:1 of cotton, knitted, and all manufactmes of 
cotton not included in the preceding schedules; cheese; fruits, 
preserved; paper pulp; perfumery and essences; aeticles of 
ipottery and earthenware now classified under Paragraph 20 
of the Customs Tariff of the Republic of Cuba; porcelain; 
soaps, other than common, now classified under Paragraph 105 
of the Customs Taritf of the Republic of Cuba, umbrellas and 
parasols; dextrine and glucose; watches; wool and manufac-
tures thereof; sil);: and manufactures t11ereof; rice; cattle. 
Article V.--It is understood and agreed that the laws and 
regulations adopted, 01' that may be adopted, by the Uniteu 
States and by the Republic of Cuba., to protect their revenues 
and prevent fraud in t11e declarations and proofs that the 
articles of merchandise to which this convention may apply 
are the product 01' manufacture of the United States and the 
Republic of Cuba, respectively, shall not impose any addi-
tiona 1 charge 01' fees therefor on the articles imported, except-
ing the consular fees estahlished, 01' which may be established, 
by either of the two countries for issuing s11ipping documents, 
which fees shall Hot b(~ higher than thos(! charged on t11e 
shipments of similar merch:mdise from any other nation 
whatsoever. 
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Article VI.-It is agreed that the tobacco, in any form, of 
the United States or of any of its insular possessions, shall 
not enjoy the benefit of any concession or rebate of duty when 
imported into the Republic of Cuba 
Artiele VII.-It is agreed that similar' articles of both 
countries shall receive equal treatment on their importation 
into the ports of the United States and of the Republic of 
Cuba, respectively. 
Artide VlII.-The rates of. duty herein granted by the 
United States to the Republic of Cuba are and shall continue 
during the term of this convention preferential in respect to 
all like irnpoI'ts from other countries, and, in return for said 
preferential rates of duty granted to the Republic of Cuba_by 
the United States, it is agreed that the concession herein 
granted on the part of the said Republic of Cuba to the 
products of the United States shall likewise be, and shall 
continue, during the term of this convention, preferential· in 
respect to all like imports from other countries: Provideo 
that wbile tbis convention is in force no sugar imported from 
the Republic of Cuba, and being the product of tIll> soil 01" 
industry of the Hepublic of Cuba, shall be admitted into the 
United Stat('s at a reduction of duty greater than twenty per· 
centum of the rates of duty thereon as provided by the tariff 
act of the United States approved July 24, 1807, and no sugar, 
the product of any other foreign country, shall be admitted 
by treaty or convention into the United States, while this 
convention is in force, at a lower rate of duty than that pro-
video by the tariff act of the United States approved July 24, 
1897~ 
Article IX .-In order maintain the mutual advantages 
granted in the present convention by the United States to the 
Republic of Cuba and by the Republic of Cuba to the Unitefl 
States, it is understood and agreed that any tax or charge that 
may be impoRC'd by the national or local authorities of either 
of the two countries upon the articles of merchandise em-
hraced in the provisions of this convention, subsequent to im-
portation and prior to their entering into consumption in the 
respective countries, shall be imposed and collected without 
discrimination npon like articles whensoever imported. 
Article X.-It is hereby understood and agreed that in case 
of changes in the tariff of either country which deprive the 
other of the advantage which is represented by the percen-
tages herein agreed upon, on the actual rates (}f the taritfs 
now in force; the conntr'Y so deprived of this protection re-
serves the right to terminate its obligations under. this con-
vention after six months' notice to the other of its intention to 
arrest the operations thereof. . 
And it is further understood and agreed that if, at any 
time during the term of this convention, after the expiration 
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of the first year, the protection herein granted to the products 
and manufactures of the United States on the basis of the 
actual rates of the tariff of the Republic, of Cuba now in force, 
should appear to the government of said Republic to be exces-
sive in view of a new tarifl' law that may be adopted by it 
after this convention bec()mes operative, then the said Repub-
lic of Cuba may reopen negotiations with a view to r;ccuring 
such mod~fications as may appear proper to both (;OIlTract-
ing parties. 
Article XL-The present convention shall be ratified hy the 
appropriate authorities of the respective conn tries, and the 
mtifications shall be exchanged at "Tashington, District of 
Columbia, United States of America, as soon ~s may be before 
the thirty-first day of ,January, UlUS, and the (~Ollyelltion shall 
go into effect on the tenth day after the exchange of ratifica-
tions and shall continue in force for the term of five (5) 
years from date of going into effect, and from year to year 
thereafter until the expiration of one year from the day when 
either of the contra~ting parties shall give notiee to the other 
of its intentioll to terminate the same. , 
Provided that this Treaty shall not tak~ effl~(:t until the 
same shall have been approved by the Congress of the Fnited 
Statp.s. 
In witness whereof we, the respective Plenil'otentiari(~8, 
have signed the Flame in duplicatt~, in English ami Spanish, 
and have affixed (,ur respective seals, at I-hlyaU:l, Cuha, thie 
eleventh day of Deeember, in the year one thollsall(l nine hun 
dred and hvo. 
Tasker R. Bliss 
Seal. Carlos De Zaldo 
Republic of Cuba. Jose M. Garcia Montes 
Ministry of State and Justice. 
----:0:----
PROPOFJED SUGA.R TRUST IN SPA.IN. 
(Seal.) 
(SeaL) 
(Seal.) 
After the loss of the island of Cuba, attention was turned 
to the possibility of producing beet sugar on an extensive 
scale in Spain. 'llIe prospeet of a lucmtive investment at-
fracted capital, and large factories were erected and wide 
tracts of country wer(> devoted to the cultivation of the beet. 
Overproduction quickly ensued, and stocks of sugar have been 
accumulating year by year, with little probability of any im· 
provement in the condition of the trade or chance of the sur· 
plus beinl! disposed of in foreign markets. Manufacturers 
of cane and beet sugar have, therefore, decided to endeavor 
to form a trust to control the production and regulate the sale 
of Bugar in this country. Negotiations have. been going on 
for some months., but thus far with no tangible result, al-
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though accoriling to the latest reports 90 per cent of the sugar 
man 1]factmers have joined the combination. 
It is feared by many that the ultimate aim may be the 
secUI'ing of a monopoly for the sale of sugar, in return for a 
yearly paynwnt to the State, as it is argued that the success 
of the trust depends enth'ely upon some security against 
future tariff altel·ations. It is this fem that has aroused a 
widespread oppm;ition to the proposal, and strong pl'otests 
are being sent to Madrid from all pads of Spain. 'rhe manu-
facturers of proc1uei:s into wldeh sugar largely enters are 
espeeially interested in preventing the price fl'om being in-
creased, and the general public, who now pay the equivalent 
of about 10 cents per pound fOl' ordinal"}, loaf sugar, do not 
view with favor a scheme which will probably refimlt in en-
hancing the cost of this artiele. On the other hand, those 
who are working for the formation of the trust maintain that 
theit' object is. not to increase but to cheapen the cost of 
sugar by selling direct to the consumers. They point out that 
while the public is paying 140 to 150 pesetas ($19.99 to $21.4~) 
per 100 kiiograms (220.4() pounds), the dealers me buying from 
the mills at 95 to 100 pesetas ($,13.56 to $14.28), and that the 
large margin of profit here shown might he divided between 
the hust alld tllt' public. Foreign SUI!U1: under the present 
tariff costs here 120 pesetas ($17.13) pel' 100 kilograms, hut the 
it'ust, they say, would be able to advantageously supply the 
consumer at the price of 115 pesetas ($16.42).-Consular Re· 
ports. 
----:0:----
FLUCTUATIONS OF PRICES OF RAW SaGAR, APRIfJ 12 TO 
MAY 11. 
~ 
CENTRIFUGALS BEETS 
--------
1903 i 1902 1903 1902 
I 
12 .. 13.51 
, 
14 .1 3.375 April I iApril April 12 8s 3 d April 14. 6s 4~~d 
.. 14 .. 3.57 , , 
" 17 .. 3.625 
, 
" 148s 2J:id ! 
" 20 .. 3.63 I " 21. . 3.375 " Hi8s3 d " 26s %;d 
" 21.. 3.6U5 I " 1618839.1d 
" 22 .. 3.73 I ., 17 88 4;~d 
" 23 .. 3.695 I 
, 
" 25 .. 3.375 " 188s 5("d " 28'6s 3 d 
1 /'1 
" 24 .. 3.6875 1 " 22 8s 4~('d ,. 25 .. 3.695 " 28 8s 39id 
I 
" 3018B 3 d I May 1. .. 8s 4~~d 
I 
., 6, . 8s 314 d 
May 11 .... 3.695 IMay I 5 ..... 3.50 " 11. .. 8s 4~~d May 5 ... 6s 39:id 
-
PLANTATION DIREOTORY. 
ISLAND AND NAME. 
OAHU. 
Apokaa Sugar Co .............•....•• 
Ewa Plantation Co ...............•• 
Waianae Co ........................ . 
Waialua Agricultural Co .......... . 
Kahuku Plantation Co ............ . 
Waim'l.3alo Sugar Co ............. . 
Oahu Sugar Co. . .................. . 
Honolulu PlantaUon Co .......... . 
Lai€: Plantation .................... . 
MAUL 
Olowalu Co ......................... . 
Pioneer M!ll Co. .. ................ . 
Wailuku Sugar Co. .. ............. . 
Hawaiian Commercial & Sug. Co. 
Pala Plantation ................... . 
Haiku Sugar Co ................... . 
Hana Plantation ................... . 
Kipahulu Sugar Co ................ . 
Kihei Plantation Co .............. . 
Maul Spgar Co. . ................... . 
HAWAII. 
Paauhau Sugar Plantation Co .... . 
Hamakua Mill Co ................. . 
Kukalau Plantation ............... . 
Kukalau Mill Co. . ................ . 
Ookal:1. Sugar Co. .. ............... . 
Laupahoehoe Sugar Co ............ . 
Hal,alau Plantation ............... . 
Honomu Sugar Co ................ . 
Pcpeelceo Sugar Co. . ............. . 
Onomea Sugar Co. .. .............. . 
Hila Sugar Co ...................... . 
Hawaii Mill Co .................... . 
Waiakea Mill Co. .. ............... . 
Hawaiian Ag-ricultural Co ....... .. 
Hutchinson Sugar Plantation Co. 
Union Mill Co ..................... . 
Kohala Sugar Co ................... . 
Paclfie Sugar :MilI ................ . 
Honokaa Sugar Co ................ . 
Kana Sugar Co .................... . 
Olna Sugar Co ...................... . 
Puna Sugar Co. . .................. . 
Halawa Plantation ................ . 
e. F. Hart, (NiuliI) ............... . 
Hawl Mill & Plantation .......... . 
Pualw Plantation .................. . 
KAUAI. 
Kilauea Sugar Plantation Co .... .. 
Gay &: Robinson ................... . 
l\fnkce Sugar Co ................... . 
GJ'OVt~ Parm Plantation ........... . 
Lihue Plantation Co .............. . 
Koloa Sugar Co ................... . 
Mr.Uryde Sugar Co ................ . 
HawaIIan Sugar Co ............... .. 
W"lmc:1. Sugar M!1I Co ............ . 
Kclmha Sugar Co .................. . 
KEY. 
MANAGER. 
• G. F. Renton ....... . 
• G. F. Renton ........ . 
-** Fred Meyer ........ . 
• W. W. Goodale ..... . 
x· Andrew Adams ..... . 
.* G. C. Chalmers .... . 
x Aug. Ahrens ........• 
• •. T. _4. Low ........... . 
x'x S. E. Wooley .....•. 
0$ Geo. Gibb ....... 0' •••• 
x . L. Barkhausen ...... 
··x C. B. Wells .......•.. 
x· H. P. Baldwin ......• 
x· D. C. Lindsay ......• 
x· H. A. Baldwin ..... . 
xx E. K. BULL ......... . 
x A. Gross ............ . 
x* James Scott x·· J. R. Myers 
POST OFFICE. 
Ewa 
Ewa 
Waianae 
Waialua 
Kahuku 
Waimanalo 
Waipahu 
Alea 
Lale 
Lahaina 
Lahaina 
Wailuku 
Puunene 
Pal a 
Hamakuapoko 
Hana 
Kipahulu 
KihE'I 
Huelo 
•• 
·x 
x 
·x 
Jas. Glbb ............. Hamakua 
··x 
·x 
.* 
··x 
·x 
··x 
•• 
X 
·x 
··x •• 
·x 
* x·· n 
xxx 
XX., 
xx, 
x'x 
·x 
it 
ii 
A. Lldgate ........... PaauilO 
J. M. Horner ........ Paauilo 
E. Madden .........• PaauilO 
W. G. Walker ....... Ookala 
C. McLennan .......• Papaaloa 
Geo. Ross ........... Hakalau 
Wm. Pullar ......... Honomu 
H. Deacon ............ Pep"ekeo 
J. T. Moir............ Papailwu 
J. A. Scott .......... Hila 
W. yon Graevemeyer Hila 
C. C. Kennedy ...... Hila 
John Sherman........ Pahala 
G. C. Hewitt ........ Naalehu 
Jns. Renton ......... Kohala 
E. E. Oldlng ......... Kohala 
D. Forbes ............ Kukulhaele 
K. S. Gj,~rdrum .... Honokaa 
F:·B ... M~si;ick~·;::::: ~o,;;:aloa 
W. H. Campoell .... Kapoho 
T. S. Kay........... Kohala 
R. Hall ............... Kohala 
John Hind ............. Kohala 
"\"1. L. Vredenburg.. Kawaihae 
•• A. l\{oore ............ . Kilauea 
Makaweli 
Kealia 
Lihue 
Lihue 
Koloa 
Eleele 
Malmwell 
Waimea 
Kelmha 
x·x Gay & Robinson '" 
G. H. Fairchild .... . 
x G. N. Wilcox ........ . 
x F. "Teber ........... . 
x P. McLane .......... . 
·x W. Stodart ........... . 
x* W. A Baldwin ..... . 
• J. Fnssoth .......... . 
:t H. P. Faye ........... . 
HONOLULU AGENTS. 
* ....................................... Cnstle & Coolw ............................ (4) 
~~ ... :.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.: > ~ ~~ ~;: .::.:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~~·~~~f&~:t~: ~~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~~~~~~Ji~ 
xxx .................................... McChesney & Sons ....................... h~ 
'x ............................ .......... T. H. Davies & Co ......................... (8) 
"x ..................................... C. Brewer & Co ........................... (7) 
x' ..................................... Alexander & Baldwin ..................... !~ 
x, ....................................... F. A. Schaefer & Co ..................... ,. 3 
xx~ ..................................... B. F. Dillingham & Co ...........• , ..•.... 2 
x'x .................................. ".H. Waterhouse & Co ....................... 3 
it' .......................... . .......... Hind, Rolph & Co .......................... 1) 
HONOI.JULU STOCK AND BOND EXCHANGE, JUNE 25, 1903. 
STOCK CnpitlLl Shnres Cnpital Pnr Last Authorized Issued Pllid up Value Snle 
--
MEIWANTILE 
O. Brewer & Co ............ , $ 1,000,000 10,000 $1,000,000 $ 100390 
L. B. Kerr & Co., Ltd ....... 200,000 4,000 .......... 50 
SUGAR 
Ewa Plantation Company ... 5,000,000 250,000 5,000,000 20 21 
Hawaiian Agricultural Co ... 1,000,00(, 10,000 1,000,000 100 245 
Hawaiian Com'l & Sugar Co. 10,000,000 100,000 2,312,750 100 45 
Hawaiian Sugar Company ... 2,000,000 100,000 2,000,000 20 24 
Honomu Sugar Company ... 750,000 7,500 750,000 100 105 
Honokaa Sugar Company ... 2,000,000 100,000 2,000,000 20 13% 
Haiku Sugar Company ...... 500,000 5,000 50G,000 100 100 
Kahuku Plantation Company 500,000 25,000 500,000' 20 22 
Kihei Plant. Co. Ltd., ..... 2,500,000 50,000 2,500,000 50 8 
Kipahulu Sugar Company ... 160,000 1,600 160,000 100 ........ 
Koloa Sugar Company ...... 500,000 5,000 500,000 100 164 
McBryde Sug. Co. Ltd ....... 3,500,000 175,000 3,500,000 .20 4 
Oahu Sugar Co ............. 3,600,000 36,000 3,600,000 ]00 102 
Onomea Sugar Co .......... 1,000,000 50,000 1,000,000 20 23~ 
Ookala Sugar Plantation Co. 500,000 25,000 500,000 20 10~ 
Olaa Sugar Co. Ltd., ....... 5,000,000 250,000 5,000,000 20 7~ 
Olowalu Company . . .. . ... 150,000 1,1500 150,000 100 ..... 
Paauhau Sug. Plantation Co. 5,000,000 100,000 5,000,000 50 12 
Pacific Sugar Mill .......... 500,000 5,000 500,000 100 ..... 
Pain Plantation Company ... 750,000 7,500 750,000 100 250 
Pepeekeo Sugar Company ... 750,000 7,500 750,000 100 ..... 
Pioneer Mill Company ...... 2,250,000 22,500 2,250,000 100 100 
Waialua Agricultural Co .... 4,500,000 45,000 4,500,000 100 50 
Wailuku Sugar Company .... 700,000 7,000 700,000 100 300 
Waimanalo Sugar Company 250,000 250,000 250,000 100160 
lVIrSOELLANEOU8 
Wilder Steamship Company 500,000 5,000 500,000 100 100 
Inter-Island Steam Nav. Co .. 600,000 6,000 600,000 100 lI2%, 
Hawaiian Electric Company. 500,000 5,000 500,000 100 100 
Honolulu R. T. & Land Co ... 250,0(l0 2,500 250,000 100 80 
Mutual Telephone Company 150,000 13,900 139,000 10 10 
Oahu Railway & Land Co ... 4,000,000 40,000 4,000,000 100 90 
BONDS Am t. of Issue 
Hawaiian Govt. 5 per cent ... 1,251,200 } Dec. 31,/ 98 1000 ••.•...•.• · .... 
Hilo Railroad Co., 6 per cent 1,000,000 750,000 .......... 100 
Hono. R. 'r. & L. Co, 6 p. c. 300,000 
-
••••• 0 •••• 0 •••• 100 
Ewa Plantation 6 per cent ... 500,000 .. .... 0 •••• 100 
Oahu Railway &L'd Co. 6 p. c. 2,000,000 .... . " ... ,,- .... 0 •••• 103~6 
Oahu Plantation 6 per cent .. 750,000 '0' '0' •.•• 10074 
Olan Plantation 6 per cent .. 1,250000 .... ...... · .... 0 •••• 
'Waialua Agr. 6 per cent ..... 1,000,000 .......... 0 •••• 100~ 
Kahuku 6 per cent ......... ~OO,OOO .0 •••••• .......... · .... 101 
Pioneer Mill Co., 6 per cent 1,250,000 ........ ......... ..... 100 
I 
